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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to consider some of the con-
ditions which may prevail in the postwar world and to suggest
ways of assisting youth to make the necessary adjustments to
new situations. The writer is profoundly aware of the fact
that no one can as yet speak with finality about these matters.
However, in the pages to follow, attention will be given to
the experiences of the past, to the current situation, and, in
the light of both of those, some broad policies will be stated
as a basis for evolving a guidance program. The pattern for
the coming years is not set, so no specific counseling practices
can be recommended. It is most difficult to forecast events and
trends; yet it is essential that some plans be made for the
guidance of youth in the days ahead.
The years following the cessation of hostilities will not
be easy for anyone. The economic problems which baffled the
nation in the past decade have not been solved; some of them
are very likely to reappear and demand solution after the war.
During the present period of total mobilization the economic
structure has become unbalanced. The adjustment to a peacetime
economy, when jobs will be fewer and pay less generous, may be
disillusioning to many; it will, to say the least, be difficult.
In order for a satisfactory domestic economy to be maintained,
the political framework must be well-established. Then, for the
people of the nation to function effectively, they must be given
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Instruction about the political and economic forces which sur-
round and condition their lives. Therefore, after the war
ceases, an earnest endeavor must he made to establish a world
organization which will permit each nation to realize a just
measure of economic development and security. After that, the
educational system should be revised, if necessary, so that
youth may be prepared to avail themselves of the opportunities
which it is hoped will result from altered political and economic
conditions.
That changes in these fields will occur is implied in the
vast amount of published material dealing with all types of
postwar plans. The people of this nation are not military-
minded; they are concerned now that some type of world collab-
oration be worked out, in order that peace may prevail. More-
over, all of the people are determined that there be no return
to the conditions of unemployment and want which prevailed in
the years before the war; they demand to know why, if in a
period of calamity full employment can be achieved, a similar
condition should not be attainable in a peacetime economy. The
lines along which change and progress are desired have been in-
dicated by many leaders. The National Resources Planning
Board formulated the following "new bill of rights" for post-
war America.
"1. The right to work, usefully and creatively
through the productive years;
"2. The right to fair play, adequate to command
the necessities and amenities of life in exchange for
work, ideas, thrift, and other socially valuable service.
iv
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"3. The right to adequate food, clothing, shelter,
and medical care;
"4. The right to security, with freedom from fear
of old age, want, dependency, sickness, unemployment
,
and accident;
"5. The right to live in a system of free enter-
prise, free from compulsory labor, irresponsible pri-
vate power, arbitrary public authority, and unregulated
monopolies
;
"6. The right to come and go, to speak or be silent,
free from the spyings of secret political police;
"7. The right to equality before the law, with equal
access to justice in fact;
"8. The right to education, for work, for citizen-
ship, and for personal growth and happiness; and
”9. The right to rest, recreation, and adventure,
the opportunity to enjoy life and take part in an ad-
vancing civilization."
Everyone would benefit to the extent to which those ideals
are operative * Youth might profit most of all, just as during
the depression young: people suffered most when the economy was
ill-adjusted. But if the pupils now in our secondary schools
are to take fullest advantages of opportunities which may be
provided, they must receive, from trained adults, adequate in-
formation and counsel.
The directive for guidance practice in the future has been
published in the report of the Commission on Postwar Training
and Adjustment, btated concisely, the recommendations are
these
:
"The individual should be helped to get his
bearings, to make plans for himself, to obtain needed
training, and to find employment. From the standpoint
of civilian morale, it is advisable for the individual
to understand the situation with which he is confronted
and have a plan for personal as well as vocational
adjustment. This involves an understanding of the
economic and social conditions of the world at the
particular time at which he is seeking to make his own
personal adjustment to it." (1)
v

The last sentence is particularly significant for the
secondary school counselor, confronted with the necessity for
assisting in a two-fold way the youth in his care. The first
form of assistance involves explaining to students the require-
ments of a world at war, into which they will enter when they
become eighteen years old, or when they graduate. The armed
services, the large industries, the specialized training
institutions have defined with relative clearness the qualifi-
cations and preparation which they desire; to aid pupils in
the selection of curriculum oT subjects to meet these goals
is relatively simple. The counselor’s second task is to indi-
cate to students the probable outlines of the postwar world.
To ascertain what opportunities and restrictions may confront
these young people is the harder job, yet only in proportion
as they have ail available information concerning the shape of
things to come, will they be enabled to make wise educational
and vocational choices.
Youths’ need for guidance is graphically shown by a sur-
vey published in Fortune Magazine
,
in November and December,
1942. A fairly representative picture of student thought is
presented, for as is usual in these surveys, a sufficiently
large cross-section of the population has been questioned so
that the answers can be broken down by geographical locations,
economic status, educational or informational background.
The outstanding revelation is the confusion which characterizes
youths’ thinking on some points. For example, the young people
vi

interviewed favor more power for labor and less power for the
leaders of labor. They prefer, by a ratio of 47 per cent, low
income security jobs; they doubt whether the future will hold
better opportunities for advancement than has the past; and
then state that in ten years they expect to earn far more money
than has any previous generation. Prospective office workers
anticipate earning $37. weekly at the end of ten years. Girls
expect to earn $40. a week, and so do the children of the poor
and of farmers. The children of executives and from the pros-
perous middle class think $60. a week, at the end of a decade,
W'ould be an average figure. The professions, especially law
and medicine, are to yield $83. a week to the ten-year practi-
tioner.
These optimistic wage forecasts are in startling contrast
to facta reported in Youth Tell Their Story .
^
2
• The 619
domestic-personal workers earned $7.54 a week; 1449 office-
sales personnel averaged $14.49 weekly; 286 skilled workers
received $17.17; and 369 youth in the professional-technical
field averaged $20,90 a week. The median wage .for youth four
or more years after high school graduation was $22.23. The
largest percentage (22.9) of employed young people earned
$10. to $15. a week; 4.9 per cent earned $25. to $50.; and
1 per cent earned $40. or more.
The survey revealed that high school students hold over-
ambitious ideas about their future educational and occupational
opportunities. More than half (57 per cent) of all students
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interviewed expect to enter some institution for advanced
training; only a quarter (25 per cent) intend to go directly
to work. A continuation of education meant for half of the
group a public or private university or college; yet in the
pre-war decade, only 10 per cent of the youth of college
age were so enrolled. The other half of the group showed
the largest number to be anticipating enrollment in technical
or business schools; junior colleges and military schools
were next in popularity; as might be expected, the smallest
number planned to enter hospital training schools. The listing
of occupational preferences is out of line with pre-war sta-
tistics. Although 55 per cent of the youth wish to enter the
professions of engineering, nursing, teaching, medicine, law,
or the arts, the professions actually engage only 5 per cent
of the adult population. Another 20 per cent of young people
wish to become clerks or secretaries; only 8 per cent would
chose factory work, the skilled trades, or mechanics; and only
5 per cent would be farmers. Despite the emphasis placed,
during a year of war, on industrial, agricultural, and mechan-
ical skills, the "white-collar" job is the one which appealed
to the students who were interviewed.
Such a survey indicates that youth need guidance along
several lines. The professions should be ’ de-glamorized T
;
the drudgeries and insecurities, w'hich pertain to tnese as
to all lines of work, should be stressed. It can be demon-
strated that farming is a way of life which has its own re-
viii

wards; in the future, when electricity and machines are more
commonly used in the rural areas, life for the farmer may he
Quite pleasant. The industrial, mechanical, and commercial
pursuits which will absorb the largest portion of the popula-
tion should be presented in an attractive way. Unless young-
people are to be greatly disillusioned after they leave the
secondary school, they should be given realistic occupational
information, taught the necessity of considering occupations
essential to a balanced economy, and warned that they, as
their parents before them, will in all likelihood have to
start near the bottom of the wage scale. This last point may
be the hardest to demonstrate at this present time when un-
skilled labor is so highly paid, but our young folks now in
school must be made aware of the normal peacetime pay in the
various occupational fields. Moreover, the compensations,
other than money, in many vocations need to be emphasized;
and the dignity of all labor must be stressed.
The daily experience of many a secondary school counselor
will verify the one major finding of this survey: that young
people in schools heed much help in understanding the world
about them. Boys, before they enter the armed services, are
particularly in need of counsel, if one may judge from the
comments of veterans who have returned from combat duty. A
group of navy fliers who have been returned to this country
to serve as instructors at an airfield, had many questions to
ask. about the meaning of the Four Freedoms; wnetner socialism
ix

will replace capitalism; how far government control will in-
fluence business and education; whether or not the interrupted
education may be resumed; if everyone must return to the soil;
what democracy really means; and whether religion is on the
decline . ^ ^
Any adviser who has been in guidance work for the last
ten years realizes how the life of every individual student
under his direction can be affected by the political and
economic practices in sections of the world far removed from
the local classroom, during the depression years, counselors
and pupils alike were slow to sense that a train of circum-
stances, starting in Germany and Europe in the nineteen- twenties,
was having its repercussions on the economic life of this nation,
with the result that young folks had no jobs, no money, no like-
lihood of achieving that comfortable future to which all American
youth have been taught they are entitled. Today teachers and
personnel workers are keenly alive to the influence of world
conditions on the fortunes of students. They contrast the
frustration of youth during the depression years with the ab-
normal demand now for such workers, and the generous wages
paid for such labor. They perceive the disruptive influence
of the war upon the educational and vocational training of
young people. They are conscious that during the last six
years world political and economic systems ha.ve altered so
rapidly that youth are confused, disappointed, cynical, uncer-
tain as they face the future.
x
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The trends of the time are revolutionary. In the polit-
ical world the goal is freedom from fear; in the economic
world, it is freedom from want; and in the social and educa-
tional world it is freedom to live abundantly. Young folks are
keen to know what lies ahead of tnem in the postwar world. The
function of counselors is to attempt tc evaluate the possi-
bilities of the future. That is a task so far-reaching that,
in the pages which follow, reference can be made to only a
few of the available forecasts concerning the political, economic,
and social aspects of the postwar world, and then only as these
views have significance for youth in secondary schools. As
the study progresses, there should emerge broad statements of
guidance policy by which to assist youth to plan their voca-
tional adjustment and to formulate their personal philosophy
of life.
xi
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PART I
POSTWAR POLITICAL ADJUSTMENTS

CHAPTER I
AMERICANS WANT PEACE AND ORDER IN THE 7;ORLD
The countless words written and spoken on behalf of an
ordered world and a durable peace after the present conflict
have one deep significance. All Americans are united in
their intention to win this war and in their aspiration for
the establishment of a system of justice and order. 'World
reorganization is not now the vision of only one man, nor of
one small group of men. Great numbers of the people have
come to realize that America cannot live apart from other
nations, that revolution and aggression in one part of the
world can eventually threaten the safety of this country.
They have come to see the close relationship between politi-
cal upheavals and an altered domestic economy. They are an-
gered and grieved because the political ambitions of unscru-
pulous cliques in other lands mean that American youth must
be taken from schools, from homes, from jobs, and trained to
kill or be killed. The people in the states of this nation
have learned to live together. There have been times in our
history when it was not easy, but we have learned what union
among the states means. Therefore, the people of the United
States are determined that all nations of the world shall
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unite to prevent war; they are insistent that plans for politi-
cal adjustments be made in such manner that victory shall
result in lasting peace. Because youth has so large a share
in military affairs, the foreign policy of the future will
have tremendous implications for young people. Every eco-
nomic and guidance principle to be propounded in the pages
that follow is conditioned by the political atmosphere which
may prevail after the war.
Two basic declarations .— The "Four Freedoms ” speech and
the Atlantic Charter were two of the earliest statements of
policy for this nation in the present crisis. Those princi-
ples were so adequately stated that they continue as the basis
for national thinking and planning today.
In President Roosevelt’s address on January 6, 1941, he
announced as his fourth point in the political policy to be
realized by this country "freedom from fear, which, translated
into world terms, means a world-wide reduction of armaments
to such a point and in such a thorough fashion that no nation
will be in a position to commit an act of physical aggression
against any neighbor - anywhere in the world.”
The second statement of United States peace aims and poli-
cies was formulated in Augist, 1941, by President Roosevelt
and Prime Minister Churchill, in the Atlantic Charter. In ac-
cordance with the terms of that document, this country will
seek after or from the war "no aggrandizement, territorial or
other”; it will ’’respect the right of all people to choose the
.J t ,
.
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3form of government under which they will live n ; it will advo-
cate for all countries freedom "of access, on equal terms, to
the trade" and raw materials essential for economic prosperity;
it will strive for improved labor practices throughout the
world; it will work for the establishment of an enduring peace
and reduction of armaments. In December, 1941, this nation
signed the United Nations Declaration which stated that it
agreed to the "purposes and principles" of the Atlantic Charter.
Thus, even before this country had declared war on the
Axis nations, its postwar political policy had been broadly
outlined. America’s participation in hostilities has served
to stimulate expressions of opinion concerning the nature of
this nation’s future, but all of those writings have followe
d
the basic pattern of the first two declarations.
A minority leader views the postwar world .— America’s
system of government, unlike Britain’s, has no provision for
a "loyal opposition" to the party in power. But Mr. Willkie,
as the candidate of the defeated party in the last election,
has performed significant services in strengthening the unity
of purpose here in America. Soon after this country entered
the war Mr. Willkie visited more than a dozen other countries
in the world. The reports which he brought back, and his own
loyalty to the current national foreign policy, stimulated
the war effort of his political followers. Because Mr* Willkie
represented the opposition party^ his One World v ' was read
with great enthusiasm. His conclusions, implicit throughout
.
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4the book and stated in the last chapter, are confirmatory of
the two basic declarations with which President Roosevelt has
been concerned. It is Mr* ¥illkie’s contention that after
this war America must choose between narrow nationalism, in-
ternational imperialism, "or the creation of a world in which
there shall be equality of opportunity for every race and every
nation". In developing his argument he asserts: "This cannot
be accomplished by mere declarations of our leaders, as in
the Atlartic Charter. The Four Freedoms will not be accom-
plished by the declarations of those momentarily in power.
They will become real only if the people of the world forge
them into actuality." He believes that after this war America
must participate in the problems and responsibilities of the
world; to do less would be disaster, for with this war even
our relative geographical isolation has ceased to exist.
Former officials publish a peace plan .— The opinions
quoted in the preceding section were those of a new-comer in
the field of politics. Mr. Herbert C. Hoover and Mr. Hugh
Gibson have had years of actual experience in world affairs.
In the fall of 1942 they published their recommendations for
the future world under the title Problems of a Las ting Peace
Their thesis was that the views stated in the Atlantic Charter
must be given more specific and practical expression. To ob-
tain lasting peace there must be a "foundation of political,
territorial, military, economic, and ideological settlements
which restore order and recovery in the world", and the organi-
•.
'
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5zation of or adherence to "some instrumentality to preserve
peace". The approach to this peacemaking should he in three
stages
:
1.
A "conditional" peace, including the usual armistice
provisions, surrender of arms and demobilization of enemy
military forces.
£. An "intermediate period" - for re instituting political
and economic life, and allowing emotions to "cool-off".
3. The period for settlement of the long-view problems.
During the second period of recovery and rehabilitation, of the
solution of long-range problems, and establishment of machinery
to maintain peace, the victorious nations should:
1. Maintain military forces to assure world order.
2. Provide food, to combat famine and disease.
3. Supply credits an d raw materials essential far employ-
ment and financial recovery.
Speeches emphasize world collaboration .— The appointed
leaders in the government have reiterated the policies which
will prevail upon the cessation of hostilities. A study of
the speeches of Mr. Frank Knox, Secretary of the Navy; Mr.
Robert H. Jackson, Justice of the Supreme Court; Mr. Sumner
Wells, as Undersecretary of State; Mr. Cordell Hull, Secre-
tary of State; and President Roosevelt reveals a growing de-
termination to have this country participate in a world or-
ganization to maintain the peace, by force if necessary; to
punish the aggressors in this present conflict; to work for the
:*
.
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6rehabilitation of all suffering people; and to participate in
a gradual disarmament program.
Secretary of State Hull on September 13, 1943 made a na-
tion-wide broadcast on Our Foreign Policy in the Framework of
Our National Self -Int e le st . He stressed the fact that, beyond
the final victory, the fundamental national interests are the
assurance of national security and the fostering of the economic
and social well-being of our people. America’s basic policy
in dealing with other nations has rested on definite concepts:
Those people who can assume and discharge the
privileges of liberty are entitled to enjoy it;
Sovereign nations, regardless of size, are equal
in law;
Nations which respect the rights of others are
entitled to freedom from interference in their internal
affairs;
Peaceful arbitration of international disputes is
a basic principle of order among nations, and of peace;
Equality of economic opportunity end treatment is
necessary if sound international relations are to be
established;
Cooperation among nations, based on liberty, equality,
justice, morality, and law, most effectively promotes
the well-being of all nations;
Vigorous participation in efforts to establish a
system of international relations, to the end that war
may be banished, is fundamental to our foreign policy;
Force must be used by the cooperating nations if
it is necessary in order to martain peace;
Some form of international agency must be set up
as a means for making international action effective .
Group reactions to questions of postwar policy .-- Members
of the general public, legislators without portfolio, have
definite opinions about the part which this country should play
in international affairs. Responses to questions 7/hic h the
compilers of the Fortune surveys received showed that much

7progressive thinking is being done in the field of foreign
affairs. Members of the general public were interviewed in
1942 and in 1943; special groups questioned included high
school students, factory workers, farmers, young women, end
executives. For the convenience of the reader, the answers
have been tabulated on the following page.
The foreign policy of the Republican Party .— The chances
that the United States will be a participant in some type of
postwar international organization for the maintenance of
peace are enhanced by the fact that both political forces
favor such an alliance. The ideas of Democratic leaders such
as President Roosevelt and Secretary of State Hull, have been
quoted already in this thesis. The Republican Postwar Policy
Association, in September 19 43, announced an eleven point
program as their conception of the minimum essentials of an
American foreign policy. The points are as follows;
"1. Unconditional surrender and complete disarma-
ment of the Axis.
M 2. Prevention of the Axis’ ever again manu-
facturing implements of war.
”3. Occupation of Axis nations by forces of the
United Nations until ?/orld security is assured.
”4. Punishment of Axis war leaders guilty of
crimes and brutalities.
”5. Agreement now by the United Nations as to
the solution of problems arising when hostilities
cease, such as recognition of temporary governments,
problems of famine, disease, social insecurity, and
civil disorder.
”6. Continued cooperation of the United Nations,
particularly Britain, China, Russia, and the United States.
”7. Establishment of a Council of Nations, with
the United States as a nucleus, to prevent by force
the rise of new forms of aggression, an d to solve by
peaceful methods world-wide problems.
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”8. Establishment of regional divisions of
the council to handle purely regional problems.
"9. Establishment of a World Court to adju-
dicate international disputes.
"10. Creation of an international police force
to restrain aggression, such force to be composed
of armed forces of members of the Council of Nations
and subject to call of the Council only when needed.
"11. Creation of an expanding world economy and
the maintenance of economic peace in the postwar
world by opening the channels of world trade, to the
end that, without jeopardizing their domestic in-
stitutions and economy, all peoples who will grant
these rights to others shall have access on just and
equal terns to the markets end raw materials of the
world .
"
Nuclear alliances are proposed .— Walter Lippmann, in his
book U.S. Foreign Policy
,
presents a powerful argument for
nuclear alliances as part of our procedure to establish peace
for our nation and in the world. He believes (1) that the
greatest security will come from an alliance of sovereign
national states. If the alliance is invincible, peace will
come after this war. If the combination is made strong enough,
it will be unchallenged in the future and peace without war
will prevail.
(2) America’s .position in both oceans is extremely vul-
nerable: in the Pacific our commitments extend from Alaska to
the Philippines and Australia; in the Atlantic, from Greenland
to Brazil to Patagonia. Thus America cannot afford isolation
against the combined forces of the Old World, which contains
the great military states.
(3) Since America has no wish to maintain permanently the
1943 status of mobilization, yet realizes that she cannot
again be demobilized to the extent she was from 1930 on, alli-
ances seem to be the logical plan.
—.
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(4) Because America, Britain, and Russia each realizes that
it must prevent any strictly European power or coalition from be-
coming a menace to its security, the three nations have in the
past united to repel such a threat. A nuclear alliance of these
three countries is now the logical method by which to obtain world
order. United action will be necessary to combat the combined
forces of Germany and Japan. When America, Britain, Russia, and
China have overcome the Axis powers, the smaller occupied states
will be able to regain their freedom. The alliance that wins the
war must gain and hold the friendship of lesser nations, so that
there will be no cause for rebellion, and potential aggressors
will realize that there is no possibility of success in opposing
so powerful a nuclear alliance.
A proposed modern foreign policy .— in recent months a
series of special articles on America’s need for a modern foreign
(
7
)policy has been appearing in Fortune . The contention is that
Britain by herself can no longer keep order in the world, that
new military and economic strength is needed to assure harmony
in the future, and that peace results from power thoughtfully
organized to accomplish that end. No nation by itself is
strong enough to stand against a combination of enemies; now
only the United States is able to assume leadership in or-
ganizing world power so that order may be maintained. Four
requirements for this modern foreign policy are (1) that it
maintain the close alliance of Britain, China, Russia, and
'.
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the United States; (2) that it be based upon, protect, and
extend the principle of freedom in the world
; (3) that it
adequately provide for international control of all air power,
and assure a United Nations’ organization of a balance suf-
ficient to overcome aggression or discourage the threat of
aggression anywhere in the world; (4) that it encourage
steady economic expansion, an improved living standard for all,
the promotion of public education, health, and nutrition as
essential adjuncts to democracy and peace.
mm
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CHAPTER II
STEPS TOWARD COLLABORATION FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF PEACE
Such widespread concern for American participation in
some form of postwar international cooperation has produced
results. If this country is to become a member of an organi-
zation to guarantee peace, interest in that purpose must not
flag and must express itself through votes for legislators
who are committed to such a plan. The Congress alone has
the power to make such laws as will incorporate this nation
in a world federation, and lawmakers are guided definitely
by the attitude of their constituents. The legislative
action favoring collaboration for conducting the war and
winning the peace, which was -voted this autumn, was initiated
last spring. Not until congressmen had returned from their
homes to Washington did they undertake any serious debate on
the measures which had been pending during the recess.
The average American in his own community, the returning
veterans, the older student in our schools who may be voting
by the time the war has ended will decide what political
policies they want to have developed. No person who believes
that the United States should join an international organiza-
tion to maintain peace should fail to keep his representatives
-12 -
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in YiFashington aware of his desires. The older pupils in our
schools should receive instruction concerning the issues
facing this nation and be shown that they, as new citizens,
have a share in shaping the course of postwar events. The
evidence of the power of public opinion is demonstrated by
the nature of the voting done by Congress, once it became
assured of the wishes of the people.
Definite national commitments .— The first legislative
action to deal with postwar foreign policy was the Fulbright
resolution, which was adopted by the House on September 25,
by a vote of 360 to 29. The measure was criticized as being
so broad in its statement of purpose as to be valueless. The
bill reads:
’’....that the Congress hereby expresses itself
as favoring the creation of appropriate international
machinery with power adequate to establish and to
maintain a just and lasting peace among the nations
of the world, and as favoring participation by the
United States therein.”
whatever the virtues or defects of the proposal, the passage
of it is significant. The law-making branch of the govern-
ment has gone on record as favoring national collaboration
in an organization to insure world peace. It seems obvious
that the action was taken because the people of the country
had made it evident that such was their desire.
During the summer months, bi-partisan teams of senators
toured the country to discuss measures which should insure
participation by the United States in international action to
insure world peace. Inevitably these senators came to know
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the mind of the people on the issues involved. When Congress
reconvened in the fall, and before the passage of the Fulbright
resolution, the Senate undertook to formulate a statement of
policy governing American cooperation in winning the war and in
maintaining the peace. For weeks the debate went on and had
several beneficial results. (1) The first three paragraphs
of the Connolly resolution were agreed upon, and the text
was cabled to Mr. Hull in Moscow; (2) the expression of the
collaborationist feeling prevalent in this country strengthened
Mr. Hull in his diplomatic mission. (5) The people, meantime,
were helped to realize the value of the Moscow pact, when
its content was made known.
The agreement reached in Moscow between the United States,
Great Britain, the Soviet Union, and China won immediate ac-
claim in Congress; one article of that pact was incorporated
into the Senate resolution, and the combined measure was
passed by an 85 to 5 vote. The complete Senate documait reads:
"Resolved: That the war against all our enemies
be waged until complete victory is achieved.
"That the United States cooperate with its com-
rades-in-arms in securing a just and honorable peace.
"That the United States, acting through its con-
stitutional processes, join with free and sovereign
nations in the establishment an d maintenance of inter-
national authority with power to prevent aggression
and to preserve the peace of the world.
"That the Senate recognizes the necessity of there
being established at the earliest practicable date a
general international organization, based on the
principle of the sovereign equality of all peace-loving
states, and open in membership by all such states,
large and small, for the maintenance of international
peace and security.
"That, pursuant to the Constitution of the United
,'
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States, any treaty mde to effect the purposes of
this resolution, on behalf of the Government of the
United States with any other nation or any associa-
tion of nations, shall be made only by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate of the United States,
provided two-thirds of the Senators present concur.”
The significance of the agreements reached at Moscow . --
Secretary of State Hull, in his address to Congress on November
18, explained the implications of the Moscow pact. Among the
points that he stressed are three which are pertinent to this
discus sion
:
"Through this declaration, the Soviet Union,
Great Britain, the United States and China have laid
the foundation for cooperative effort in the postwar
world towards enabling all peace-loving nations,
large and small, to preserve the liberties and rights
of civilized existence, and to enjoy expanded op-
portunities ajad facilities for economic, social and
spiritual progress.
"No other important nations anywhere have more
in common in the present war or in the peace that is
to follow victory over the Axis Powers. No one, no
two of them can be most effective without the others,
in war or in peace."
"As the provisions of the four-nation declara-
tion are carried into effect, there will no longer
be need for spheres of influence, for alliances, for
balance of power or any other of the special ar-
rangements through vhich, in the unhappy past, the
nations strove to safeguard their security or to
promote their interests."
"Only by carrying forward such a program with
cormon determination and united national support
can we expect, in the long range of the future, to
avoid becoming victims of destructive forces of
international anarchy which in the absence of or-
ganized international relations will rule the world.
By the procedure of cooperation with other nations
likewise intent upon security we can and will remain
masters of our own fate .
"
A more recent declaration of intention.—The Teheran con-
ference between the leaders of America, Britain, and Russia
—-
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resulted in a formal declaration, which again places this
country on record as wishing to cooperate in plans for
peace after victory. Some of the sentences which deal with
collaboration are these:
”Y/e expressed our determination that our
nations shall work together in the war and in the
peace that will follow.”
”And as to the peace, we are sure that our
concord will make it an enduring peace. We recog-
nize fully the supreme responsibility resting upon
us and all the United Nations to make a peace
which will command the good will of the over-
whelming masses of the peoples of th e wo rid and
banish the scourge and terror of war for many
gene rations . ”
"With our diplomatic advisers we have sur-
veyed the problems of the future. We shall seek
the cooperation and active participation of all
nations, large and small, whose peoples in heart
and mind are dedicated, as are our own peoples,
to the elimination of tyranny and slavery, op-
pression and intolerance. We will welcome them
as they may choose to come into a world family
of democratic nations.”
It is inevitable, human nature being as it is, that many
persons will question the efficacy of international coopera-
tion. Doubts will seriously trouble some sincere people;
others less thoughtful will feel merely that the Moscow pact,
the Cairo and Teheran conferences as first steps in collabora-
tion, are a Utopian dream and will try to forget the whole
matter. There is an answer to these reactions; there is a
record covering twenty-two years of successful labor in the
fields of international politics, economics, and social
welfare. The organization which has functioned successfully
many times and continuously throughout these years is the
League of Nations.
.*
*
.
.
CHAPTER III
AN EXAMPLE CF SUCCESSFUL- INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION
Many explanations can be given for the customary remark
that "the League of Nations has failed". Unfortunately,
the repetition of the phrase has prevented most people from
realizing that the League has been significantly successful
in many areas of international cooperation, 'ton the need
for a plan for the peace is so insistent, there is inspira-
tion and encouragement in the record of beneficial work al-
ready accomplished. The types of action undertaken, and
the degrees of success which have attended each of them, is
set forth in some detail. Mrs* Ruth Cranston, whose article^
reveals that she has been connected with the League, is the
authority for the following statements.
Some achievements of the League of Nations .--The League
is called "an instrument of international cooperation for
those countries that desire to use it". America has been
one of those countries.
"American business men have used League
material - especially the economic material -
more extensively than any other set of people
in the world more than 200 Americans
have held salaried positions in the League,
and many hundreds more have participated in
its activities. The present chairman of three
functioning League committees (fiscal, finance,
and narcotics) are from the United States."
-17 -
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The successes of the League of Nations have been ac-
complished along several lines:
(1) In the field of politics it has settled
36 disputes. These controversies involved, among
other ao untries, Germany and Poland, Britain and
Iran, Hungary and Czechoslovakia, Hungary and
Austria, Poland and Czechoslovakia, Turkey and
Iraq., Colombia and Peru, Yugoslavia and Hungary,
Greece and Bulgaria.
(2) Reconstruction and rehabilitation after
the last war was a major concern of the League.
Half a million prisoners of war were repatriated;
several million refugees were given relief, trans-
portation, or financial aid, and were resettled;
finance and communications were re-established -
in seven countries the financial systems were re-
built; international trade rela tions were read-
justed through the Economic Section of the League.
(3) The World Center of Economic Information
was organized for the accumulation and interpreta-
tion of statistics from all the world as an aid
to the Scientific treatment of economic and
social problems"; publications included the Monthly
Bulletin of Statistics
,
a Statistical Yearbook
,
a
World Economic Survey"- a year by year analysis of
"trends and changes in production, consumption,
trade, prices, and so on"; the Economic Section
investigated "the Nature and Causes of Business
Depression Cycles" and means for their control,
such problems as housing, standards of living,
taxation, agriculture; over 50 international con-
ferences were arranged to consider vital topics
and the results from these meetings were currently
operative "in scores of international agreements".
(4) The international vice ring was attacked.
A conference was arranged for the purpose of
abolishing the international white-slave trade,
with 48 states ratifying the resulting agreement;
to protect children from such exploitation a
Child Welfare Center to operate on a world scale
was created.
(5) The international drug traffic was so
regulated, by an agreement signed by 63 countries,
that the quantity was limited to the amount needed
by doctors and hospitals; in the four years after
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the agreement became effective, production of
morphine by licensed factories was reduced by
half, heroin and cocain production was decreased,
and ’’the estimated number of drug addicts in the
United States dropped from 100,000 to 50,000”.
(6) "Over 500 inter nat ional treaties con-
cerning a tremendous variety of human interests
operate through the League.”
(7) The Committee on Intellectual Cooperation
is concerned with the revision of school books,
particularly to improve the teaching of history;
the exchange of students; the study of propaganda;
the protection of author’s rights; the promotion
of scientific work throughout the world.
(8) The Health Section assisted IS countries
to establish public health services, 50 countries
to form national nutrition committees, and all
countries to combat epidemics.
(9) The World Court has issued 60 decisions
between nations, on matters of foreign loans,
frontiers, and public utilities concessions -
with every one of the decisions accepted by the
nations concerned.
(10) The International Labor Organization
sponsored 67 agreements relative to better working
conditions for people throughout the v/orld - hours,
vacations, rest periods, accident insurance, and
so on.
Thus Mrs. Cranston presents a most powerful argument for
the possibilities of international cooperation. Moreover,
she points out that the League of Nations still operates,
representing 45 nations, and receiving financial support
from some of them, despite wartime financial burdens. The
Geneva headquarters still has 80 officials working; the
Economic and Financial Department is functioning from
Princeton, N.J.; the International Labor Office, from Mon-
treal. Publications are still being issued - and requisi-
..
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tioned by all nations; the latest is a report on The Tran -
sition from War to Peace Economy . Also, a civil service
staff, which normally numbered 600, has been trained through
these 22 years; the workers come from 40 countries, speak
four to seven languages, are thoroughly conversant with in-
ternational procedure, the customs and cultures of many
lands, and the multitude of details of files, arrangement
of conferences, and publication of bulletins. A nucleus of
’’valuable equipment, experience, and trained workmanship al-
ready exists, if the world chooses to use it, for putting
into operation the vision of international collaboration.”
This partial analysis of the current political trends
indicates that for the young American in school the years
ahead look more favorable than those of the past. This
country, for the first time, seems overwhelmingly in favor
of international action to create and maintain world-order.
That means Freedom from Fear; and vhile the President named
it fourth among the Freedoms, it would seem that it must be
guaranteed first - that the other three cannot become
operative -otherwise.
Freedom from Fear may mean for the youth that his edu-
cational and vocational training need not be interrupted
by military service, by the need to fight avowed enemies
abroad or to resist invasion on his own shores. He need not
face the prospect, always a possible consequence of military
'’
'
service, of being disfigured, crippled, or killed before be
has had a chance of normal adult life. Neither he nor his
family are likely to face a curtailing of food, clothing, or
luxury-necessities, restrictions which are the inevitable
concomitants of a war economy. Nor need he expect to be con-
fronted by an increase of epidemics, of broken homes, of
deliq_uency such as has been prevalent whenever the national
equilibrium is upset by total war.
But freedom is not merely a negative concept. Youth
should have more than freedom f rom fear; he should have freedom
to achieve positive goals. He should be allowed to live in
an ordered, law-abiding world of cooperating nations. He
should be able to enrich his own educational, intellectual,
and spiritual life; to continue his occupational training and
experience, to increase his country’s use of resources, its
production and distribution systems. Youth can scan the
record of international achievement attained by the League of
Nations and expect to share in the improved economic, health,
labor, educational conditions which result when nations co-
operate on any project.
The hope for an orderly peaceful world is growing. The
need is for men to be strong, wise, mature enough to trans-
late the aspiration into action. The significance of meas-
ures which should make the United States an active partici-
pant in an organization for world peace cannot be overesti-
mated. The winning of the war would be accomplished more
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speedily; the reconversion to normal living would be made
with less uncertainty and friction; the future would be
more secure, particularly for youth.

PART II
POSTWAR ECONOMIC ADJUSTMENTS

CHAPTER IV
A BACKWARD LOOK TO YEARS OF DEPRESSION AND WANT
All individuals in the nation are expected to be bene-
fited equally by a successful termination of the war and by
the proposed participation in an international agency to
preserve the peace. When those goals of victory and collabora
tion are accomplished, the results will be felt at the same
time and in the same ways by young and old. Therefore, no
attempt was made in Part I to discuss the political aspect of
current affairs in relation to any particular portion of
the population.
Postwar economic adjustments may influence the lives of
young people in special ways. During the depression period
some people believed that youth employment was just one
phase of the general employment situation. There were others
who studied the findings of the Maryland survey, the United
States census figures, and concluded that youth employment
was a separate problem. An analysis was made of those diver-
gent views; no definite conclusions were reached but the
assumption was drawn
"that unemployment will be shared more or less
proportionately by workers of all ages In
the years to come, broad measures may be possible
which will have the effect of assuring a sustained
level of relatively full employment under peace-
-24-
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time conditions. In that event, the special
barriers to youth employment vail lose much of
their importance.” (9)
The procedure in the pages which follow wi 11 be to
study the implications for the general public of some pos-
sible postwar economic adjustments, and then attention
will be given to any phases of the subject which may apply
particularly to young people not yet in the armed forces,
nor engaged in industry. Many of the military personnel
and of the war workers are young, indeed; but by virtue of
their occupations, their problems will be considered with
those of adults similarly employed. No one can know with
assurance what the economic conditions of the future will
be. All that can be attempted is an examination of the
statements of widely experienced leaders and economists, as
they attempt to predict the future, usually with reference
to conditions in the past.
Traditional economic policies failed .-- Activities of
the present can become so engrossing that experiences of the
past are forgotten. Yet the conditions of the prewar decade
give increased significance to the concept of "freedom from
want, which translated into world terms, means economic
understanding which will secure to every nation a healthy
peacetime life for its inhabitants."^0 )
Prime Minister Churchill and President Roosevelt must
have given great thought to the importance of freedom from want,
for they devoted two of the eight sections of the Atlantic
.*
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Charter to a statement of economic principles. They in-
corporated into that document such revolutionary ideas as:
"to further the enjoyment of all states.... of access, on
equal terms, to the trade and to the raw materials of the
world which are needed for their economic prosperity"; and
again "to bring about the fullest collaboration between all
nations in the economic field with the object of securing,
for all, improved labor standards, economic adjustment, and
social security."
This ideal of freedom from want is in sharp contrast with
the failure of the traditional economic policy to provide
continuous and adequate employment. The United States census
figures for 1940 reveal that, of the entire population who
were 14 or more years old, 8,000,000 were not employed. Of
the regular labor force, there were 2,529,606 persons on
emergency work; $1,271,558. was spent for public relief in
the period from July to December of that year; $107,505.
went to C.C.C. and $585,123. to W.P.A. Of those who were
seeking jobs, 4,236,469 were experienced and 767,341 were new
workers. Those figures show an improvement over March, 1933,
when President Roosevelt was inaugurated, and 14,762,000 were
unemployed.
(
11
) In the years from 1929 to 1942, at one time
"28,000,000 persons were receiving some form of public as-
sistance Even in 1929 there were more than 42 families
of every 100 with incomes less than $25. per week."^ 12 ^
Those few figures are sufficient to serve as a reminder that
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economic conditions in pre-war America were highly unsatis-
factory.
Problems were not solved .— No normal person wants war,
and it is definitely to be regretted that it should have been
the one factor that brought about full employment . However,
military and industrial activities have not corrected the
basic causes of unemployment and financial depression; the war
has simply postponed the solution of those problems. Today
the consensus of opinion is that those same causes may operate
again to the detriment of our domestic economy, unless definite
plans are made for improved conditions when hostilities cease.
Organizations of many types are making recommendations
which they hope will increase the efficacy of the American
economic system. There are 109 private and 28 public groups,
located in the United States, now carrying on programs on
a national and international basis; most of them are concerned
(1) with the re-establishment in a peacetime economy of the
men and women now in war industries and the armed services,
and (2) the methods for obtaining full employment and high
production levels.^3 )
Prewar experiments which may have postwar application .—
American economic processes had resulted in an accumulation
of traditions and rules; as the depression advanc ed, business
men, farmers, labor leaders found themselves powerless to
break those customs. Mr. Hoover took the initiative. "He
violated the sanctity of the balanced budget; he put relief
r.
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on a federal basis, and he organized the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation to bolster failing banks, railroads, and
insurance companies. "(I4 ) Mr. Roosevelt broke tradition still
further. Under his direction the gold standard was abandoned,
foreign exchanges were pegged, deficit spending for public
works was initiated; the AAA removed farmers from the free
market, bank depositors were insured against loss, and govern-
ment credit was advanced to citizens so that they were not
evicted from their homes, While Mr. Roosevelt ’’did not cure
unemployment, — his planning at least checked the downswing,
( 15 )
and mitigated some of its most disastrous effects.”
The concept of deficit spending was so new that many were
inclined to doubt its value as a device for raising the national
income. In 1932 that income was averaging $40 billion annually;
by 1937 it had risen to $75 billion, an increase of almost
100 per cent in five years. Sceptics pointed to the concom-
itant (and fortuitous) variation of public spending and the
emergence of the recuperative powers of capitalism. They did
not follow the President when, in a recent budget speech, he
pointed to concomitant rises of (1) public debt of $30 billion,
(2) annual debt charges of $400 million, and (3) national in-
come of $30 billion. (The annual rise of income had been 75
times the increase in the annual cost of servicing debt.)
’’The following estimates give a rough idea of
the changes wrought by war. National income will
probably have risen by at least $60 billion annually;
Federal spending by $90 to $100 billion annually;
deficit spending by $60 to $70 billion; and stimulative

£9
deficit spending (i.e., additional spending out
of idle balances or through the creation of new
money), $40 to $50 billion. There are few who
would, now deny an association of public spending
with the rise of income or with the attainment of
a position of full employment .
”
Moreover, this spending for war has resulted not only in full
employment but, in spite of large output for war purposes,
’’the highest st 1 rd of living in the history
of the world”.
Not only are employment and annual income at figures never
before conceived of, but ideas entirely foreign to American
experience have become part of every individual’s life. The
free market has been abolished by ceilings, priorities, and
rationing; private property can be conscripted; the profit
motive is no longer the mainspring of business. To have
experienced within a decade such extreme changes from unem-
ployment to full activity is bewildering; but the past cen-
tury has brought electricity, automobiles, radio, and aviation
into use so rapidly as to completely alter the pattern of
economic life. Among new beliefs being formulated, one is
that poverty and unemployment are not inevitable; another is
that wide fluctuations of national income can be ccntrolled
and may be prevented; and a third is that a return to the
( 17 )former system is impossible.' ’
.
. .
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CHAPTER V
SUGGESTED ECONOMIC PROCEDURES
The realization by economic theorists and ordinary
citizens alike that alterations are due in our domestic
economy is almost the only point on which there is agree-
ment. Everyone concerned studies intently the events in the
years from 1929 to the present in an effort to understand
their possible implications for the future. As might be ex-
pected, the suggestions for changes hare been widely varied;
some proposals follow lines of action initiated during the
depression, and others are quite revolutionary.
The topics considered include
,
among others, adequate
employment; wages and hours; taxes; tariffs; free enterprise;
government control; public works; unemployment; social se-
curity, and old age benefits; health; nutrition; education;
managed currency. Only a small sampling of the wealth of
proposals for postwar economic adjustment can be mentioned here.
Studies by postwar agencies .— Since 1940, Mr. George B.
Galloway has been studying the proposals made by various
agencies for improved conditions in the postwar world. He
concludes that "the desirability of preserving the private
enterprise system as the chief component in the American
-30-
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postwar economy is taken for granted,” although some doubt
that private enterprise can provide full employment, security,
and abundance. Federal agencies are concerned with main-
taining full employment, utilization of private plants, and
so are estimating output at a rate to provide jobs for all
who wish to ?;ork. Some agencies would supplement private en-
terprise with a reserve of public works projects at all levels
of government; others would include equalization of education,
health, nutrition, housing, and recreation to maintain eon-
I TO \
sumer demand and full employment.' 1
Creative energy is needed .— An unsigned editorial, "Free
dom from Want", observes that security and freedom often seem
to be in conflict. A proposal has been made that a minimum
national diet be as free as is schooling; free medicine and
free fuel might be further steps in the seme direction. Free
food, a socialized staple -food industry with the profit mo-
tive removed, would release people from want and fear, and
add to their sense of security.
But security can be dangerous because it is sterile; the
need is for creative energy. Yet provision of food and school
ing at public expense may release individual energy, and the
result would be an expanded output of goods and services.
Normal profit-seeking channels also should be used to stimu-
late creative energy; and the vested interests of government,
tariffs, labor, and industry must be overcome, when they
infringe on individual freedom.
^
19 )
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A three -point program .— In a chapter entitled ’’The
Future of the Affirmative Society”, Mr. Michael Straight
develops three points: that full mobilization of employment
in peacetime is really possible; that this should come as a
result of a set program to cover a period of years; and not
only jobs, but creative work should be found for everyone.
To assure full employment will mean capital investment; pri-
vate industry should contribute all it can, and the balance
should be supplied through a government employment program.
By adequately meeting the needs which exist in the national
economy, and assuring full employment, victory may be turned
into lasting peace.
Revolutionary proposals .— The economic problem has
some new aspects, in the opinion of Mr. Harold J. Laski.
Since state power can abolish unemployment, state ownership
of production would result in planned production for com-
munity consumption. Public endowment and organization of
scientific research would mean that all discoveries which re-
sulted would be used to benefit the total economic society.
The exceptional worker on the farm or in the factory has come
to be held in a new esteem, and manual labor has acquired a
new dignity.
Freedom in a planned democracy means
:
(a) control of the supply of capital and credit;
nationalization of banks; priorities in granting loans,
the determining factor being what benefits the public;
(b) state ownership snd control of land, which is
.'
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essential to proper planning of towns, to securing
for agriculture its proper place in the national
economy, and to determining the proper location of
indus try
;
(c) state control of export and import trade,
in order that the national economy may be fitted into
the inevitable international control. Bulk purchasing
of raw materials and bulk marketing of exports, with
consequent savings, works to the advantage of the
nation.
(d) state ownership and control of transportation,
fuel, and power, to eliminate the waste and duplica-
tion which now exists in each of those fields.
A planned democracy will set a new context for economic
freedom from want and insecurity, and a new context for
political freedom from catering to privilege and profit.
Technological conditions are present for a wider satisfaction
of human demands than has ever before been possible; now the
power of the individual to use them has been blocked by "the
state power that denies their implications". The alterna-
tives are a redefinition of state -purpose in a time as favor-
able as during danger, or a redefinition of state -purpose
after the war when the United Nations may be divided, and
force, rather than persuasion, may have to be used to obtain
the desired goals.
More moderate suggestions .— Two other prominent writers
in the field of economics, Mr. Alvin H. Hansen and Mr. Guy
Greer, believe that modern versions of old plans are needed.
It is important that those able and willing to work be helped
to do so, because of the material benefits which they may
gain and because of the satisfaction which comes to those who
.
I
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are self-support ing productive members of society. Plans
necessary to provide substantially full employment are de-
pendent upon the use of public investment, and upon the ’’use
of fiscal policy as a compensatory mechanism in the economy”.
These are basically important, though not the only, principles
essential to the attainment of the high standards of living
inherent in this country’s capacity to produce. Among the
changes to be expected are these:
American economy will be altered in its shape.
The end of the war will reveal some real problems
and some splendid opportunities. ’’The expansion must
be kept, and the distortion of the economy corrected
by reconversion to peacetime production.”
The present full employment has come only through
the use of full government power; thus government must
assume responsibility for reconversion to a peacetime
basis.
The postwar period should bring to the venture-
some opportunities for investment of private capital.
The investments in indispensable public facil-
ities like waterworks, sewers, roads, streets, schools,
and hospitals must go on. If properly timed, govern-
ment expenditures in these public works can have a
useful compensatory effect on the business cycle.
Reports for Fortune .— Surveys conducted for Fortune
Magazine have produced an abundance of intimation showing how
sections of the public view the economic possibilities of the
future. The reports merit careful reading as a whole. The
few points reproduced herein are intended only to indicate
the variety of subjects considered and the different groups
who were consulted
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The American executives, interviewed in 1942, were asked,
"Should business get together and assume major responsibility
for eliminating unemployment, or should business rely upon
government to do so by fairly large scale expenditures?"
The answers were
:
Business Should:
Business 90.5
Government 7.5
Both 2.0
Government Wi 1 1
:
Business 15.7
Government 81.2
Both 3.1
Executives expect, but do not welcome, a large measure
of government participation in the national economy. Three
questions show this:
1. Should government provide free medical care
after the war and will it? The executives answered:
Should 23.7 Will 59.5
Should not 76.3 Will not 40.5
2. Should government provide old-age pensions
for everyone after the war: Will it? And the answers
were
:
Should 48.7 Will 90.5
Should not 51.3 Will not 9.5
3. Should government provide job insurance after
the war, and will it? The answers given were:
Should 35.5 Will 84.0
Should not 64.5 Will not 16.0
Labor as represented by factory men and women, miners,
transportation, and personal-service workers, affirmed that:
they were better off than they had been in
the years previous;
greater opportunities would await young men
after the war;
they definitely would prefer security of em-
ployment to high pay;
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they expect to make little change in occupation
in the next five years;
labor unions had brought about improved working
conditions
;
government control of industry is undesirable;
private enterprise should control industry and
utilities
;
labor should be represented on the board of man
agement
.
In short, labor felt that it had been fairly dealt with, that
the present system of government is satisfactory, - that what
is wanted are employment and security.
(
24 )
Farmers were found to be optimistic about the final out-
come of the war, prepared to work long hours as their part
in the emergency, and devoted to farming as a way of life.
They were critical of the inequality between their wages and
those of factory workers, somewhat suspicious of "big business",
averse to government ownership and control of industry or
utilities. They would have this country join an international
federation to establish order in the world, and would modify
the high tariff system which has been a barrier to world
trade
.
(25)
Business managers, interviewed in 1943, reported that
they did not expect a depression after the war. They did
want freedom from regulation and relief from taxation; they
did not expect to get either. They believed reasonably full
employment could be maintained by private business; should
this not be possible, the managers could see merit in a
public works, or spread-the -work program. Management strongely
favored international cooperation for peace and recommended
-.
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downward revision of tariffs. Nearly sixty per cent of the
managers did not favor a "cradle -to -the -grave
"
program of
security for everyone in the United States, but neither did
they desire the pre-New Deal practice of letting labor care
for itself. Employment should be the concern of voluntary
cooperative labor bureaus, maintained by business and inde-
pendent of the government.^ 6 )
Problems of postwar finance .-- The great economic task
facing the country at the conclusion of hostilities will be
to carry over into peacetime the hugs output attained during
the war; the method recommended is a "compensatory economy",
declared to be "the only practicable hope of those who want
a maximum of free enterprises." In a compensatory economy,
the Government is responsible for full employment and social
security. It is guided and checked by the measuring rod of
a regular count of the unemployed. It relies heavily on
taxation to keep the dollar circuit in active motion. Public
works program. .. .are on file ready for all emergencies, and
>V»
the economy is also comitted to a permanent program of public
works in their own right and necessity. Through these and
through social security legislation, it becomes possible to
assure the budget of essentials — food, shelter, clothing,
( 27 )health services, education— to every Americ an.
Out of all the differing expressions of opinion on
desirable postwar economic procedures this simple summarizing
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statement might be evolved. The nature of the economy which
Americans desire is one in which will prevail: "freedom of
enterprise, freedom for collective bargaining between employers
and employees, freedom for cooperative action, freedom of
choice of occupation". ( 28 )
.
CHAPTER VI
FULL EMPLOYMENT IS ESSENTIAL
It is not the purpose of this chapter to discuss all
the barriers to full employment, nor to present all the
factors for obtaining that desirable state. Some information
on both those points is inherent in the quotations from eco-
nomic experts, given in preceding chapters or about to be in-
cluded in this section. The intention of the writer is to
review current conditions and to consider proposals by which
the economic system can be so managed that a full-time job
may be available for every person who wishes to work . The
problem of full employment is one of
’’balancing the various types of productive effort.
Sven more, however, it is a problem of distributing
income in such a way that goods and services will
be available to the people who could and would con-
sume them, thus making it possible for production
to continue and expand.” (29)
Not more than three years ago any person who might have
suggested that full employment was possible in the American
economy might have been treated with derision. The race to
procure men and materials in sufficient quantity to win a
global war has demonstrated that a place can be found for
every employable person. The physically handicapped, children,
-39 -
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and housewives have been called forth to augment the labor
force. The armament boom, demanding workers and thereby
increasing incomes and purchasing power, has proved that this
nation has an immense capacity for using civilian goods and
services. No one wants a labor shortage, any more than one
wanted the job shortage of the pre-war years; but there is a
realization now that a satisfactory national economy is based
upon adequate employment.
The importance to the national economy .— Two statements
from economic specialists point up the idea of how vital it
is for any country to have its population fully engaged in
productive labor. Mr. Alvin H. Hansen states:
"If the victorious democracies muddle through
another decade of economic frustration and mass
unemployment, we may expect social disintegration
and, sooner or later, another international con-
flagration. A positive program of postwar economic
expansion and full employment .... is imperative.
Democracies ... .must offer their people opportunity,
employment, and a rising standard of living . "( 30
)
Mr. Paul A. Samuelson expressed the conviction that pro-
viding for continued full employment when peace has been
restored is the nation T s most important economic problem.
"Before the war we had not solved it, and nothing
that has happened since assures that it will not
rise again. And yet it is vitally important that
we win victory on this economic front. Not alone
for the tremendous material advantages which full
employment will bring, but also because politically
a democracy cannot flourish under conditions like
those of the great depression." (31)
The maintenance of full employment is possible. After the
war this country will have available its capital and human
MMi
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resources, functioning to a greater extent than ever before;
an increased number of skilled and semi-skilled workers; a
demand for consumers’ durable goods which will utilize all
the basic machine producing industries. v '
Consequences of failure to provide employment .— The
contemplation of the marches upon Wash ington by veterans, by
unemployed adults, and by unemployed youth is not pleasant.
It will be recalled that those events did occur after the
last war and during the depression. The possibility that
similar mob demonstrations might occur in our cities is not
an ungrounded fear.
When business managers were queried as to the possible
reactions, if another depression were to occur, IE. 4 per cent
of those men answered that it would be "rioting and disorder ’’.( 33 )
Whether or not one agrees with Bill Cunningham, his
columns are widely read in this country and sent to the mili-
tary personnel abroad. The heading of his article on December
5, 1543, read: "Returned Veteran Pressing Problem; Must Be
Tackled at Once or Disaster May Be the Result". The subject
matter presented the idea that communities must prepare at
once to meet this problem of the discharged veteran. "If
they fumble it (the problem), it will break them, and it may
break America." The concluding paragraph contained these
words: "Heroes or hoboes. You’ve got your choice. Real
preparation now while there’s still time will save some
splitting headaches later." )
c*
.
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However, Mr. Cunningham’s warning is mild in comparison
with a report of a speech delivered at the Pearl Harbor memo-
rial exercises held on Boston Common, The Bos to n Traveler
,
on December 6, 1943, wrote up the incident under the caption:
’’Jobs for Vets Cited As Step to Halt Crime”. Two paragraphs
taken from the report follow:
’’Taught To Kill
’’Condemning the public for failing to concern
itself with the problems of wounded fighting men,
Pfc. William C. Keliher of Roslindale predicted that
one of the greatest crime waves in the nation’s his-
tory would result if disabled veterans were not pro-
perly rehabilitated.
’’’These boys were taught to kill and that’s all
they did, night and day’ Keliher declared. ’Take
them into your homes. Feed and clothe them, or you
people are going to suffer.’”
Even though subsequent investigation proved that some of
the charges made by that young veteran were unjustified, that
does not lessen the significance nor the harmful effect of
the speech and the newspaper report. During and after a war,
people as a whole are more excitable; riots have been started
in several of our cities, usually from relatively minor in-
cidents. Public officials will be found who are aware of the
possibilities of demonstrations by demobilized service men
and war workers. One of the best preventives of hasty action
is to educate the public as to true conditions, and to spread
information about agencies already functioning to aid these
returning veterans. In the matter of employraen t, it behooves
industry and government alike to provide jobs and training
—‘
.
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which are so adequate that no resort will be unde to riotings
and disorder.
It should not be overlooked that, in addition to those
in any calamity who vociferously protest their plight, there
are many more who quietly suffer just as keen discomfort. It
is known that inability to find employment during the depres-
sion had a devastating effect on the morale of idle adults
and youth. For the sake of everyone in the community, all
effort must be expended to insure jobs for those who can and
want to work.
Numbers to be employed . Extent of the problem .— From
much repetition during the past year and a half, Americans
are aware that a tremendous number of workers must be fitted
to jobs in the next few years. One of the latest declarations
on the magnitude of the challenge was contained in a speech
delivered in Boston on November 28 by Secretary of Labor
Frances Perkins. "Steady jobs for 50 million workers must be
found in postwar America if the country is to maintain a
sound economy." This number was set at the absolute minimum
necessary to prevent "widespread unemployment with all its
accompanying human ills, including business depression".
Estimates of the numbers who will seek reestablishment
in jobs vary from "something like 58 million" full-time
jobs^ 6 ^ to "no more than 6,000,000". ^ The conference on
postwar Readjustment of Civilian and Military Personnel, using
Bureau of Labor statistics, has carefully analyzed the situation.
.*
.
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All the statements which follow are based on "the assumption
that general demobilization will require about two years for
its accomplishment and that the following shifts in activity
will have taken place by that time".
"Some 6 million persons will have withdrawn from the labor
force either willingly or under a certain amount of pressure."
These will be persons not ordinarily employed: youth from
schools and colleges, persons over-age, housewives.
"Some 8 million persons will have been demobilized
from the armed forces, leaving some 2.5 million in
the armed services at the close of this period. Em-
ployment in the manufacturing industries will have
shrunk from approximately 18 million to 13 million,
whereas in the nonmanufacturing industries it will
have increased from 21 million to 24 million. The
self-employed will have increased from 4 million to
approximately 5 million. Agriculture will have ab-
sorbed about 1 million persons. If these developments
should take place, unemployment would have increased
and 3 million persons would be currently unemployed."
These estimates, published by the conference as a part of
tlie National Planning Board, of the employment conditions two
years after the war are optimistic. They are thought to
portray an attainable and not unreasonable goal.
"In short, the schedule of employment anticipated
....represents what the employment situation may
be if things go fairly well, if industries convert
with reasonable speed, and if business conditions
are favorable. The determining and critical factors
will be the character and the order of events taking
place in the two years following the termination of
the war. In this period great importance 7.111 attach
not only to what takes place but also to the order and
rapidity of events. "(38)
The need for planning for full employment . -- In much that
has been written or quoted already in this chapter, there is
implied the recognition of the need for planning. Each pre-
>.
....
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diction which an expert has made concerning the estimated
number of unemployed has been accompanied by definite sug-
gestions for reestablishing workers in jobs.
The go rtune survey of the opinions of executives revealed
that most of them were even then giving thought to new pro-
ducts, new methods, new technical devices; and most organiza-
tions have appointed at least one person whose major concern
is for postwar adjustment s. )
President Green of the American Federation of Labor, in
Boston on October 4, 1943, announced that private industry
must face the responsibility for investing on an unprecedented
scale in private enterprise if mass unemployment is to be pre-
vented. The American Federation of Labor is ready to do every-
thing in its power to aid private industry in providing jobs,
and will ask government to give private enterprise full sup-
port after the war.^ 40 ^
Secretary of Labor Perkins, in November 1943, asserted
that private enterprise is expected to provide the major
portion of the goods and services needed by Americans, but
the government will cushion the slump which is sure to come
in the demobilization and retooling period. For this purpose
the activities of the social security, old age and unemploy-
ment insurance systems must be expanded.
"Labor and management recommendations ought to
bring about legal and prompt authorization for
construction work on the nearly $8,000,000,000
worth of work already projected as well as ad-
ditional appropriations. Plans an d spe cif icat ions
•.
'
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can then be ready so that men laid off in the
demobilization period and men returning from the
armed forces may be employed quickly. "( 41)
On November 1, 12 43, the Office of Public Opinion Research
at Princeton University published some of the results of a
poll, which it had conducted for the National Planning Asso-
ciation, under the title Public Thi nking on Post war Problems .
"Although public opinion has not yet crystal-
lized on the exact details of the mechanics of
postwar planning, the people know well that they
want somebody to handle it, now, and they believe
it will work and must work. As a matter of fact,
the public is ahead of the Government and Congress
in their demand for immediate planning.*’
The Yank
,
the Army newspaper, in October had articles
on the solution of national and international postwar problems.
Sergeant Joseph Lash, from Guadalcanal, writing of government
power to achieve full war production, declares ’’the same power
after the war should be employed to keep our peace economy
going at full blast and get us back to work”.
Evidences of government planning .— Best kno wn of the
postwar planning agencies is the National Resources Planning
Board. From 1939 on, that group had been trying to formulate
methods for provi ding, for every individual, government pro-
tection from poverty from the cradle to the grave. The com-
plete report of these plans was contained in two documents:
Document No. 1, "Security, work and relief policies",
weighs about 5 l/S pounds. Sized, 10 x 12 inches and
1 1/4 inches high, it has 640 pages presenting over
400,000 words and 91 tables.
Document No, 2, "National resources development - re-
port for 1943" had 81 pages of 50,000 words.
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President Roosevelt has been quietly but persistently
working on plans for the demobilization of armies, machines,
and war plants. He has assembled a War Advisory Committee
of business men, and to them he presented, in October, a
tentative time-table outlining goals for conversion from war
to peace
.
v '
On Novanber 8, Bernard M.Baruch was appointed to head a
new unit in the agency of War Mobilization Director James F.
Byrnes. Mr. Baruch’s task is "to deal with war and postwar
adjustment problems and to develop unified programs and
policies to be pursued by the various agencies of government".
Since w ar contracts are held now by an estimated 100,000 prime
war producers and more than 1,000,000 subcontractors, the ap-
pointment of Mr .Baruch to organize the conversion of industry
from war to peace production will be of great assistance to-
( 43 )
ward maintaining full employment. ' Mr.Baruch ’s task falls
into two categories.
(1) for the present, war materials are to be pro-
duced only to such extent as they are needed; this
limitation of production to 7/hat is essential will
result in a saving of labor and materials. An in-
creased manufacture of civilian goods may result.
(2) Uniform plans must be worked out for settling
contract claims simply and quickly, with the least
possible interruption of employment.
With the termination of fighting, war contracts must be can-
celled, with a resultant checking of production and loss of
employment. Mr. Baruch’s unit will be concerned to bring
about a speedy resumption of business and employment of
..
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veterans end war workers.^ 44 )
Activities of government groups in the field of postwar
planning are much in evidence. The Senate has appointed its
own postwar economic committee under the chairmanship of
Senator Walter F. George. The quotations already made from
speeches or interviews by Secretary of Labor Perkins indicate
the trend of thinking in that department .
Plans for economic readjustment have appeared in publica
tions, some of which are noted for their large circulations;
that publicity should result in fuller awareness ofy anl coopera
tion wi th, government projects intended to benefit the entire
population. For example, in This Week magazine of December
5, 1943, syndicated by the United Newspapers Lagazine Corpora
tion, Secretary of the Interior Harold L. Ickes has written
Veterans - Here’s Your Empire
l
The article outlines ways in
which projects initiated by the government may provide em-
ployment for millions. In the Saturday Evening Post for
November 27, 1943, Mr. John Bird wrote on Jobs for Half a
Million . The information was furnished by the federal
government’s Soil Conservation Service; and the plans pro-
posed would involve the hiring of men by the government, and
by individual farmers who could not alone carry out the re-
clamations programs. Secretary of Commerce Jesse Jones has
emphasized the responsibility of individuals and local com-
munities to provide jobs after the war. He is quoted, in
The Christian Science Monitor
,
February 16, 1943, as saying
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that
:
"industry can successfully reconvert to peace-
time manufacture and launch an era of full em-
ployment uninterrupted by cycles of boom and
collapse if it will determinedly strive to build
in America a ’continually expanding economy.’"
The Seme publication on October 16, 1945, had an article,
"Planning for Postwar Jobs”, which was based on these sug-
gestions by Mr. Jones.
(1) Private business (private individuals) in
every American community must provide acceptable
jobs for returning soldiers.
(2) Local groups should make a survey of all
possible employment opportunities.
(3) Present local business should be strengthened,
and reserves of money and ideas be available for
use directly the war ends.
Local communities plan for the future .-- The most widely
publicized demonstration of an employment survey was carried
out ill Albert Lea, Minnesota, a community of 12,000. The
study was intended to determine the postwar possibility of
”a job paying a living wage for every worker ?rtio wanted one".
The conclusion of the investigators was:
"If jobs are not found for Albert Lea’s 593
unemployed and for the men in the Albert Leas all
over this country, private enterprise may lose its
stake in the national economy." (45)
Massachusetts is alert to the future employment needs
in this commonwealth. A Postwar Readjustment Committee has
been appointed, and it, with other state departments, is
planning to make jobs available to all. Evidence of the
alertness of these groups is to be found in such reports
.*
-
*
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as occur in the daily papers. Sous of the headings read:
"Bay State Need of New Houses Is Estimated at 20,000 a Year",
"$30,000,000 Fund Seen for State Highways", "State Has Big
Post War Fund, Social Security Projects Seen Cushion Against
Unemployment", and "Peace Plans Here Envision Jobs for All".
A recently issued report, A Postwar and Long Term Conservation
Program for Massachusetts
,
lists over one hundred general
and specific tasks, the fulfillment of even a few of which
would create worthwhile jobs.^ 4^
-!
'
CHAPTER VII
EMPLOYMENT ADJUSTMENTS
This subject, perhaps more than any other, can be
treated only in general terms. Much thought is being given
to the broad aspects of it, but many details have yet to be
outlined. Moreover, economic practices are closely related
to political developments; a changa in government or policy
in Germany, for example, would greatly alter the industrial
procedures in .America.
The two conditions which can cause most distress after
the war are inflation and unemployment. The retention of
present price controls until the demand for consumer goods
has been eased would prevent inflation. Private planning
for reestablishment of some former industries and expansion
along other lines should be undertaken in order to provide
work opportunities.
Factors endangering full employment .-" Demobilization
is a problem of national importance. The universally desired
goal of full employment can be lost after the war, if large
numbers of persons from military service and industry should
be dismissed suddenly from their posts. Demobilization should
be gradual and orderly. This necessity for reestablishing
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workers in jobs is not a remote con t ingen
;
every week hun-
dreds of men are being discharged from the services or from
war plants and are applying for new worthwhile jobs. Despite
the many agencies organized to aid veterans and the fact that
war industries in general are still on full production, it is
not always easy to place these job applicants. The numbers
seeking employment now are only a fraction of the thousands
who will need assistance when all hostilities cease. Mustering
out pay, education or training programs, social security and
unemployment benefits are among the measures being formulated
to aid in the rehabilitation of demobilized workers and veterans.
Moreover, since income and employment go hand in hand,
industrial reconversion is another problem requiring immediate
consideration and careful action. Government -owned plants
must not be permitted to become a threat to private enterprise.
At present there are buildings and equipment, representing a
$5 billion dollar federal investment, which might offer seri-
ous competition in the manufacture of airplanes, aluminum,
rubber, and gasoline. Some of these plants might be sold to
private industry; some may be scrapped; some would undoubtedly
simply remain in stand-by condition. War contracts should
not be terminated abruptly, nor payments to firms or individuals
be delayed. In some instances a firm doing government work
may have as much as ;|8 million tied up in inventories.
Surplus materials, if "dumped" on the market, could cause
unemployment in many areas. Cuts have been made already in
' ’•
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the production of certain types of ammunition, in the con-
struction of escort ships; similar curtailment is probable in
the building of merchant vessels. Both the Army and Navy have
tremendous inventories of goods; the estimated value of those
stored materials is $25 billion or more. Some portion of
those supplies, perhaps to the value of $150 million, might
be sold now, to relieve pent-up civilian demand and inflation
pressures . (4?)
The contemplation of these few, out of the many factors
which can endanger the attainment of full employment after
the war, lends significance to the National Resources Planning
Board report on demobilization and rehabilitation. Among the
objectives to be achieved in the readjustment period are
the se
:
Hl. Armed security (based on a planned world
order, as well as arras)
M 2. Industrial security (retaining a framework
of war industry)
M3. Rapid and orderly military demobilization
”4. Rapid and orderly industrial conversion
”5. Full employment /. p v
"6. Individual initiative and group effort.
'
Employment expectations of women .— A survey was made of
the attitude of young women workers toward postwar employment.
Seventeen million women, between the ages of 20 and 35 were
interviewed; they included married and single women, rich and
poor, white and colored, college and grammar school graduates.
They were classified as attractive, fairly attractive, and
unattractive, as judged by their contemporaries.
'.
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Just under one -quarter of the young married women and
just over three-quarters of the young single women were employed
full time, or at part-time jobs occupying a large part of at
least three days a week. Nearly half of them (47.8 per cent)
believe that they would continue in the same work when the war
is over; 16.9 per cent expect to transfer to another kind
of work; end 29.9 per cent intend to stop working. Of those
who are not now employed, 33.2 per cent of the total (67.2 per
cent of the single women) expect to try for jobs in the next
year or so; but 59 per cent of the total (64.7 per cent of the
married women) do not.
These figures indicate that the number of women on the
job market at the end of the war will be larger than it ever
before has been. This wTill-to-work may collide with the re-
employment of millions of soldiers. The women, 60 per cent,
thought there would be better chances for young men to suc-
ceed after the war; they optimistically think there will be
jobs enough for men and women both.*' 49 )
Encouraging factors .-- Consumer demand for goods and ser-
vices is daily increasing. This is due, in part, to the fact
that many articles are wearing out or needing replacement. A
second reason for increased demand is that some workers have
much more money to spend, and they wish to gratify long-felt
desires or needs. In this sales-demand lies the danger of
price inflation which wartime rationing is helping to control;
in it lies also the hope for peacetime industry. Producers
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and salesmen have been much interested in a survey of what
goods were most in demand, what purchases most people would
wish to make when civilian goods were again available.
The articles are listed here in order of consumer choice;
in seme instances the estimated 1943 sales demand value has
been given. First on the list were cars, preferred choice of
21 per cent of the persons, and representing a $6 billion in-
vestment; next came new homes, $21 billion valuation at ^4800.
a home; furniture; refrigerators; clothing; home remodeling;
washing machines; stoves; electrical appliances; farm goods;
rugs; radio; airplanes, chosen by 0.6 per cent but representirg
$232 million, at $1100. a plane; air conditioning units, de-
sired by 0.3 per cent, but meaning an expenditure of $53 million,
on the basis of $500. a unit. The original report indicated
that the demand value of the entire list would be in excess
of $28 billion. (5°)
This accumulated consumer demand is only one encouraging
sign for postwar prosperity and employment. People often
fail to mention how much they intend to invest in the neces-
sities of life. But to produce, process, and distribute even
three of the basic commodities gives employment to many per-
sons directly, and through their expanded income, indirectly
encourages labor increases in other lines. The essentials
chosen for consideration are food, shelter, and clothing.
Food is a necessity of life about which there has been
much lack of understanding in the past. People have eaten,
.I
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but not adequately. The truth of that blunt statement seems
to be borne out by the experiences of soldiers; on the care-
fully balanced Army diet men gain from 8 to 16 pounds a year.
The changes in the eating habits of millions in the armed
forces is likely to have a revolutionary effect on farm pro-
duction. Competent authorities have found that 75 per cent
of all Americans eat inadequately, partly as a result of ig-
norance of nutritional facts; and 40 million are living below
the diet danger line. It is now known that in addition to
the energy-producing foods, each person needs forty chemical
elements in his diet, if his food is to gi \e him adequate pro-
tection. America can raise all these nutritional essentials,
but some shifts must be made in the crop pattern. Agricultural
manpower, with the farm machines which have been coming into
wider use, can be employed to raise both food, and non-food
crops; such as grain for alcohol and rubber, soybeans for
plastics, casein for wool, and so on. Already the farmer is
helping to feed the peoples freed from enemy rule; increasingly,
until some years after the war, he will contribute much to the
sustenance of many nations in Europe and Asia. The idea of
free food is a new conception to many, but there is practical
wisdom in the suggestion that if $100. a year can be spent to
educate a child, $15. or $20. a year should be available to
keep him physically fit to study.
(
51 )
Housing has been dominating the thinking of consumers
and economists alike. The purchase and repair of homes was
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second on the list of preferred civilian demands; construction
is first on the list of those who are trying to plan our do-
mestic economy. The United States Census of 1940 showed that
almost half of American houses needed major repairs, or bath-
rooms, or both. Incidentally, Boston has 15,000 such bathroom-
less dwellings. Almost every faim unit lacked a bath, nearly
as many had no running water, and only 31 per cent had electric
( 52 )
current. 1 New house construction should average 1 million
units a year, or 4 1/2 million in the next five years; utility
building investment should exceed $1 billion a year; commercial
should reach $600 million; postwar military build ig might be
at the rate of $2 1/2 million; and industrial recede to $770
million. The total investment in new construction might reach
$10,700,000,000 at 1943 values; repairs and maintenance should
require $4 billion more capital. The fulfillment of these
estimates would involve the direct employment of 1,775,000
persons, which is 500,000 more than were so engaged before the
war. Indirect employment for building and related industries
would increase the total to 5 million persons, or 1 1/2 million
more than the prewar level.
Buyers remembered to include clothing in the list of pur-
chases to be made as soon as possible. Certain facts about
the manufacture and sale of clothing have a bearing on em-
ployment adjustments. A federal government agency estimated
that if everyone in the country could buy as much clothing
as a family on $1800. a year now buys, production would have
--
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to be raised 10 per cent over 1959 figures, and that would mean
hiring 250,000 more workers. If comfort items were to be added
to the bare essentials of dress, nearly 1,000,000 more persons
( 54 )
could be engaged in the business. '
The economic and employment adjustments associated with
postwar education, health, transportation, new inventions
would be tremendous. Some of those developments maybe treated
in a subsequent chapter. Only one reference has been made,
and that in connection with food, to the fact that our share
in the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation projects
will involve increased employment in connection with clothing,
machines, and supplies of nearly every kind. It is reasonable
to expect, in view of the political trends mentioned in Part I
of this thesis, that this country will eventually enter into
a syston of the exchange of goods, with the objective of ob-
taining a higher standard of living for the people of all
nations.
For the past three years almost no money, materials, or
manpower has been expended for public works. The accumulation
of needed construction of roads, sewers, waterworks, schools,
hospitals, and similar indispensable public facilities will
require the labor of many workers. Additional projects,
planned by the government as a backlog against unemployment,
might well cover
(1) urban redevelopment and housing, such as is
to be undertaken in New York, Chicago, and Boston;
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(2) river valley and regional development, to in-
clude flood and erosion control, and irrigation;
(3) reorganization and rationalization of transporta-
tion facilities, involving coordination of airways,
railways, highways, waterways, pipe lines, and the
creation of logically located and adequate terminals;
(4) the improved functioning of agriculture by better
rural housing and electrification, reforestation,
soil conservation, more diversification of crops for
better nutrition and greater prosperity;
(5) an expanded social security program, to result in
better universal education, child welfare, public
health and nutrition, old-age pensions, and insurance
against the hazards of existence .( 55)
Two forecasts of future employment and economic conditions .
— Mr. Robert H. Wells, management consultant, in a special
analysis entitled Getting Down to Barth on Postwar Work said,
"this country now is beginning to gear up for the greatest
industrial comeback of the century." In a four-point fore-
cast he foresaw:
1. The end of hostilities in Bur ope in
the winter of 1944;
2. Six months of slowdown in early 1945;
3. Three years of prodigious domestic re-
placement boom from 1945 to 1948;
4. Then two years of serious setback fol-
lowed by a world rehabilitation boom which will
provide the greatest 10 years of prosperity from
1950 to 1960 which this country will see in this
century.
He adds:
"The degree of unemployment will be determined,
of course, in large measure by the degree in which
industry applies itself to the job of war -peace
conversion.
" ( 55
)
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The other forecast of future developments appeared in
the United States News . In general, after the war against
Germany has ended, many industries will be upset, unemploy-
ment will grow, huge orders will be cancelled, and military
expenditures will be cut about 35 per cent. The readjustment
will be cushioned by the continuing Japanese war and the con-
sequently large government demand for goods. But the draft
will stop, and the demobilization of the Army will begin;
priority of discharge will be on the basis of (1) dependency,
(2) age, (3) length of service, and (4) skills needed in
civilian industry.
After the Japanese war has ended, the shake-up in industry
will be abrupt and severe; from 12 to 18 months will be re-
quired for industry to attain a higji peacetime level. To avoid
extensive unemployment, the reconversion should be made with
-the.
speed, to accomplish which, government will pay claims promptly
and move its materials out of the way of factory reorganization.
An outlet must be found for the products of some plants; others
will carry on practically as they are, with only a change in
buyers.
Then three good years may be expected. The retail trade
volume will be at a record high of $65 billion at 1943 prices,
which is up |2 billion from the 1943 level. Building activity
will be at a new rate; industrial production will be at 140
per cent of 1935 - 1939, instead of 245 as at present. Farm
income will drop 20 per cent, but even then the total will be
*t
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double that of 1939. Wages will average $70 billion; they
are now over $100 billion. The total of all incomes will be
$108 billion, which is $40 billion less than the present, but
Iri /hor\
$36, over the 1937 total.
By 1947 it is expected that there will be a large volume
of unemployment, possibly amounting to 8,200,000. This will
have been contributed to by the demobilization of 6 l/2 mil-
lion persons, leaving 2 1/2 million in military service, and
by the yearly addition of 600,000 new workers. The employment
cuts will be greater by 3 million than the employment increases.
Then, pressure will be exerted upon the government to enter
upon public works spending to provide a demand for labor and
to increase the national income.
(
57 )
In the postwar years this nation can feed, house, and
clothe its people adequately, conserve and improve the natural
resources, provide for its citizens full employment, and thus
give them the satisfaction of feeling that they are essential
workers in a purposeful and busy society; or it can put them
on the dole. The basic change which must be made to achieve
full employment and a satisfactory economic systsn is from
production organized for the accumuls.t ion of wealth by the
few to production geared to supply to consumers all the goods
which they need or can use.
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CHAPTER VIII
EXPANDING OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
At the conclusion of the war this nation will have
’’more airlines, more electric power, more machine
tools, more aluminum and magnesium plants, iron
and steel mills, metal refineries, shipyards, syn-
thetic and plastic works, raw material deposits,
and all manner of new industrial techniques"
than ever before in its history. The question of the future
is what disposition is to be made of all this wealth. It
would be folly to have it lie idle; it is inconceivable that
it should be destroyed; the only reasonable plan is for the
nation to advance to a broader economic future.
Adults who have weathered two world wars and the worst
depression ever known may be pardoned if they face the postwar
years with some apprehension. Youths who were never able to
secure responsible jobs until the government trained them in
the job of killing should not be blamed if they view the
future with doubt and cynicism. Those other youngsters taken
from colleges and universities, prevented from acquiring or
using the advanced training, in preparation for which they had
spent their lifetime, may be forgiven if they face the future
with dulled hope or discouragement. And to the on-coming stu-
dents in our schools the world must seem a veritable chaos of
-62 -
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uncertainty snd confusion. To all those individuals this
chapter should be dedicated.
An inspiring vision .— The clarion call to optimism is
sounded by Eric A. Johnston, President of the United States
Chamber of Commerce. In an article, ’’We’re Not Washed Up”,
he attacks three of the topics most often cited as causes for
depression or a declining economic system. The frontier,
disappearance of v/hich has been discussed so mournfully, meant
an area v;i th two or fewer persons per square mile. By 1690,
the entire country had two persons for every square mile, yet
in the years since has come the nation’s greatest growth. The
importance of the frontier was the presence of free land and
natural resources. Eleven states in that area still have lend
and resources, with a population of 5.8 persons per square
mile. The seme area in Europe would have to accommodate 376
persons, and in India the population would be even more dense.
Wheat, corn, timber, and fruit for the entire country could
be produced in that area. Of Montana’s potential water power
of 3,700,000 horsepower only one-sixth has been tapped; New
M@kto© has 192 billion tons of undeveloped coal, deposits of
almost every mineral or alloy, and 2 million square miles of
land with only 60 persons per square mile. It is folly, in
view of these facts, to declare that this nation lacks space
in which to expand.
The slow growth of population is supposed to prevent the
expansion of housing and industry. The birth rate has been
f X • » .
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declining ever since 1860, the peak year; but during all the
succeeding years the industrial production and income per
person has been rising. In the 50 years from 1880 - 1930 the
rate of population growth was cut by 50 per cent; and the per
capita income rose nearly 400 per cent, from $424. to $1655. per
person. The importance of the immigrant was his development
into an economic asset; there are in this country tens of mil-
of f>e,of>le
lionsA now in deep poverty who could be developed, like the
immigrants, into purchasers of food, homes, and luxuries.
The contention that there is in sight no new invention to
stimulate industry can be dismissed lightly, in view of previ-
ous similar predictions. Spasmodically, since 1839 leaders
in the government have predicted that opportunity has disap-
peared, improvement has come to an end, society has reached
its final form and can expect only a little help from science,
and that remunerative employment can not be found for the
vast amounts of capital created. Those opinions were not
supported by a single scientist. Invention is unpredictable:
the effort to improve the incandescent lamp produced electronics
and radio; the intensive study of the sun’s corona had as an
unforeseen result the formula for extracting unlimited quan-
tities of fertilizer from the air. In the 1920 ’ s, prosperity
came from building, electricity, and automobiles. Today, new
types of steel, plastics, prefabricated houses, and air con-
ditioning may stimulate industrial expansion.
Economic restraints have been imposed by trade associations,
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labor unions, and government regulations. The solution is
the granting of maximum freedom to enterprise, and the re-
duction of government control to the minimum consistent with
a modern industrial civilization. Relief from the bureaucrat
and the tax collector is a paramount need. 1
A scientist views the future .— The kinds of research most
likely to cause change in the future, and, therefore, worthy
of support fall into three groups.
(1) The search for new sources of physical
energy or power, a cheap and abundant source,
available in every region of the earth. Solar
energy, which means the amount of energy falling
on every square yard of earth when the sun shines
and which equals one and a third horsepower, may
be an answer. Experiments at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology have produced the photo-
galvanic cell, a storage battery charged by sun-
light . Or atomic energy, the release of power in
atoms, if it could be done on a practical scale,
would make man indifferent to ownership of coal
or oil. Automobiles would need filling once a
year with "water”; airplanes could fly non-stop
around the world and stay aloft for months.
(2) the search for raw materials: minerals.
The water of the ocean contains all the chemical
elements in existence. The problem is one of
extraction. To mine bromide for ethyl gas, a
square mile of ocean to a depth of 80 feet is
lifted through one chemical plant in a year, and
$96,370,460. of mineral wealth is missed. In 1941,
plants were erected to extract the 4 1/2 tons of
magnesium which are in every cubic mile of sea
water. Even gold may be mined from the ocean.
(3) The search in the field of medicine and
biology for the methods to control mankind’s health
and development. Hormones, vitamins, the working
of the brain are being studied. Since corrective
pathology is being successfully carried out, re-
search is along the line of constructive achieve-
ments. The hope is to make every child strong,
brilliant, and stable. Vitamins assure buoyant,
..
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radiant health; tests are being made for a chemical
substance to destroy all germs, without harming
human tissue.
The scientist would first study man himself; human behavior
and biology, and medical problems; he would then search for
future sources of energy.
An engineering marvel .— The first really new kind of
power plant which has been developed in half a century is the
gas-turbine. In construction it is simple and compact; it is
essentially a windmill with its wheel spun by the direct blast
of burning fuel. The turbine blades are thousands of fins made
of expensive alloys; the fuel may be oil, natural gas, or by-
product gas, and is blown by compressed air through a burner.
The power produced may be harnessed directly to machinery or
used to generate electricity.
For reasons of military security, little has been pub-
lished about these turbines. Twenty-seven have been reported
as in actual operation; many other installations may not be
discussed now. Most of the turbines produce not less than
2000 horsepower or 1500 kilowatts, and some leading companies
are investing hard cash in the development of the new engine.
The possibilities are amazing. The gas-turbine may pro-
vide for really big airplanes. The present gasoline-powered
engine for aviation has 2000 horsepower; it is cumbersome and
intricate; and it represents about the limit of power along
present structural lines. But gas-turbines of 5000 horse-
power are in operation, and units of 10,000 horsepower or more
•*
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are in the blueprint stage. The Swiss submitted to Germany
and to Great Britain the design for an aviation turbine engine.
Used in ships, these gas-turbines would reduce the weight of
the power plant, eliminate the fresh water problem and the
steam boilers. The result would be greater speed, more cargo
space, and more profit. In locomotives, likewise, gas-turbines
would reduce weight, bulk, and water problems. A gas-turbine
the size of a shoebox would develop adequate power for an
automobile; so far, small turbines have not been utilized.
The Diesel is the present most efficient power plant. The
gas-turbine is smaller than the Diesel, (weighs half as much)
costs less than half as much to build, burns fuel half as ex-
pensive. It has one moving part, and the Diesel has hundreds;
thus maintenance costs would be much less. The gas-turbine
needs no cooling system, no elaborate and expensive starter,
no complicated wiring; it has neither pistons nor valves, so
it is free from vibration. At present, the gas-turbine is
less efficient than the Diesel, for it delivers less of the
fuel heat value as usable power. But the gas-turbine is
more economical to install, and bums the cheapest fuel; manu-
facturers guarantee that it will match the Diesel in efficiency.
Cf all the new products and processes being developed,
the gas-turbine bids fair to be one of the most revolutionary,
in its contributions to industry. (
)
Occupational forecasts . — The war years have given added
demonstration of the fact that American ingenuity, diligence,
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and resourcefulness can accomplish marvels. The impetus
which the present crisis has given to science and invention
will carry on into the postwar years. A long period of trial
and error may pass before the full tide of technical improve-
9
ment is reached, for no responsible manufacturer asks his
customers to be guinea pigs. But those years will be filled
with intensive research and, perhaps imperceptibly, the
"world of tomorrow" will arrive.
Most competent leaders of business are both conservative
and progressive in their prognostications for the future.
The period after the war is likely to be marked by some con-
fusion and unemployment. Both to shorten that period as much
as possible, and to take advantage of a tremendous consumer
demand, prewar models of stoves, refrigerators, automobiles,
and houses will be put on the market. Some minor modifications
may be made in design, in order to take advantage of the plenti-
ful supplies of aluminum and plastics. Tfhile essentially pre-
war models are being manufactured and distributed, factories
can be retooling for new designs. By the end of ten years,
the more extreme changes will have occurred; then television
will be in universal use, family helicopters will be common,
and automobiles will be drastically different in design and
performance.
Current publications are the basis for the occupational
information given here; and the possibilities for youth train-
ing and employment are merely implied.
•
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Agriculture and allied fields ,— Farmers should find an
increased use for their products. The population of this
country has not been eating adequately; 80 per cent of the
world population is malnourished. Increased yield to meet
those situations should include: 50 per cent more cereals, 90
per cent more meat, 125 per cent more milk and dairy products,
125 per cent more vegetable oils, 300 per cent more fruit and
vegetables. Non-food items should be produced from which
plastics, lubricating oils, paint, synthetic rubber, glass,
and insulation may be derived. Eggs can be included in this
listing, since thread as strong as silk can be made from their
whi t e s
.
Dehydration of foods is expanding rapidly. In 1940, the
output was 5 million pounds; in 1942, it was 125 million
pounds. The result should include the lowering of food costs,
since people can buy more for less money, and so can spend on
other needs; a reduction of transportation requirements, in-
cluding refrigeration; better geographical distribution of in-
come and possible population shifts, since the food can be
produced in fertile areas far from congested centers; a sta-
bilization of production and marketing income, since the loss
from shrinkage and spoilage would be less. The continued use
of dehydrated foods is probable, for cooked food can now be
so processed; the baking and food products industries have
revised their formulas and are not inclined to revert to
former methods.
..
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Frozen foods, in home or local community lockers, are
bringing about changes of marketing and production. Pro-
visions can be purchased fo r a month in advance, thus cutting
the number of trips which must be made to shops; and the mar-
ket of the future will carry every dietary item. A farmer-to-
consumer movement will get under way, to allow the latter to
buy to advantage. Ready-cooked specialties, whether meat,
vegetables, bread, or cake, can be frozen for consumption at
any time and with no loss of freshness or flavor. Home-grown
products can be preserved in 20 minutes from the time they
leave the garden or orchard until they are in the freezer. In
November 1943, there were 5,000 locker plants, and there are
long lists of applicants for similar service. An 18-foot home
freezer cost $500. to install, and $35.40 a year for operation.
Mass production should provide a box of reasonable size for
$200., for which the operating cost would be $25. a year.
The automobile field .-- The chances are less than even
that any new cars will appear in 1944, for automobiles are
not at the top of the reconversion list. Trucks, as might be
expected, have priority over passenger cars. To satisfy im-
mediate requirements, cars now in use or in storage must be re-
conditioned. Not until 18 months after the war ceases are new
models likely to be put on the market; they will differ very
slightly from prewar cars. Plastics will not be widely used
at once, for they are too expensive; engines raay be pressure-
cooled; and modifications will be made for greater operating
- —
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economy. The immediate goal is 25 miles to a gallon of gaso-
line. However, changes envisioned for a later date will in-
clude a genuinely streamlined, limiter car, having a trans-
parent top of unbreakable, non-shatterable plastic. Mileage
will be increased by the use of improved fuel and more effi-
cient engines, seats will be wider; air-conditioning, a pri-
vate two-way telephone, and radar equipment maybe installed.
Highway construction may employ many laborers, indirectly,
as well as directly. Heavy military equipment will be avail-
able for civilian use, and plans have been made by 22 states
for fast, limited highways. The federal government has ap-
propriated $170 million for national highway building, and
this amount must be at least matched by state funds. In New
England $17,627,000 is available for road building.
The petroleum industry is busy with innovations. Some
experiments will contribute to the manufacture of synthetic
rubber; other changes will result in a fuel better than the
present octane, giving 50 or more miles per gallon, and result-
ing in the use of a small automobile engine.
Rubber production must be continued at a high level. More
synthetic crude rubber can be produced in a year from petroleum,
alcohol, coal, and limestone than a century of the cultivation
of rubber trees had made possible in 1941. Eleven states now
have synthetic rubber producing plants and many more states are
"interested”. Goodyear alone has 525 specialists engaged in
research, and their new laboratory has space for double the
•.
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number. For 5 years after the war every bit of rubber that
can be produced will be needed to rebuild world transportation;
the estimated demand is 2 million tons a year. The synthetic
rubber industry may grow to $650 million a year and employ
•
18,000 workers.
Avia ti on . — The field of aeronautics has been so tremendous
ly expanded during the last three years that a postwar drop is
inevitable. Twenty per cent of present production would be
adequate, according to some authorities. Before the war there
were 25,000 planes in the United States, 434 transport planes
were operated by all the American companies. One estimate for
the future states that 300,000 craft will be in operation
three years after the war closes; another view is that by 1950
there will be half a million planes and 70 million individual
flights. Airplanes will not replace trains, ships, or auto-
mobiles, but 300 persons^ wi 11 want transportation each way
across the Atlantic. To accommodate this traffic a schedule
of 8 daily flights each way, at a fare which will eventually
be about $200. for the round trip, will be put into operation.
The problem will be, not the buildiog of planes, nor the
lack of pilots, but the need of adequate landing fields and
regulation of air traffic. Postwar construction must include
more airports - 6000 may be needed; beacons and new type air-
port and runway markets; radio direction-finder stations and
an ultra-high-frequency system; electronic devices to permit
handling as many as 30 landings an hour at some of the larger
•.
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airfields. All of the above data has to do with civilian
aviation; there is little doubt that military aviation will
be maintained at greater strength than before the war.
Electrical developments .— Radio has been put to new uses
during the war. It now nails sheets of plywood together, at
great saving of time and expense; and it dries newly spun
rayon. Frequency modulation is coming into wider use and a
compact neutralizer will be built into sets to eliminate nat-
ural static noises. Cheaper tubes will result from a new pro-
cess whereby they can be made more quickly; the coils are
wound on a uniform small size of spaghetti, and that can be
burned away with a flash of electric current.
Television has broadened its service from providing
spot nev/s and dramas to teaching civilian defense in New York,
and art, golf, pattern-making, origins of alphabets, and cake
frosting in California. Documentary pictures, covering im-
portant events, are used in the formation of public opinion.
Before the war there were 9 television broadcast ing stations,
17 applications for new stations, and 13 portable transmitters
were built or applied for. The future prospects are for a net-
work of relay stations, 20 to 50 miles apart, overspreading
this country and opening up new eras of international ccm-
munications. Reception would be possible as much as 45 miles
from a center. Color television will be in use in 5 to 7 years,
and the plan is to perfect $50. home receiving sets. The war
has trained thousands of engineers, and many plants are ready
..
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to engage in this new industry.
Electricity is beirg given additional tasks. Grain, as
it arrives for storage, is heated by induction, and every geim
is destroyed; the resultant savings from spoilage amount to $250
million. Electronic devices monitor machines vtiich produce
armaments; check the complete soundness of weapons; lift and
move heavy loads; replace human eyes, ears, and hands. New
tubes, which can transmit heavier currents, will help to cut
the costs of production. In the future, electric wires will
carry the human voice. Of the 2 million fam homes with elec-
tricity but no telephones, thousands will be equipped for this
new combined service.
Radar will keep planes, traveling at 600 miles an hour,
from crashing into each other or into fog-enshrouded mountains.
Ships can be kept constantly aware of each other’s positions,
and collisions averted. The presence of icebergs can be de-
tected. Trains can be stopped by radar; watchmen warned of in-
truders. leather forecasters, explorers, surveyors, astronomers,
automobile drivers will be benefited when radar comes into
general use. Thus, the electric industry will be an important
factor in the economic structure. One company alone, General
Electric, which before the war employed 65 to 70 thousand persons
is now planning postwar employment for 125 thousand.
Plastics .— Man can now do in a year what nature needed
a million or more years to accomplish. Soy beans can be
planted one year; and the next an automobile, constructed
*•
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largely from plasties, can be in use. Industry no longer
depends on steel, made from iron ore which, is formed only
after a million or more years.
Nylon is now in parachute cloth, bomber tie cords and
glider ropes; it is used as single strands in brushes, bristles,
and surgical sutures. In the future nylon will form zippers,
handbags, shoes, industrial coil springs, rattan for furni-
ture, and bearings. Plastic carpets, upholstery, shoes, and
handbags can be of any color, they will remain flexible, and
will resist dirt and stains. Window screens of plastic will
be rust and stretch proof; impregnated cloth, rigid, with the
strength of iron and the lightness of paper, can be molded
into shapes impossible to obtain with nEtals. Pianos of plastic
and plywood will be much lighter in weight but have excellent
resonance. Plastic coated with aluminum or magnesium becomes
a sheet metal as strong as steel, extremely light in weight,
and proof against corrosion and rust. In printing establish-
ments the use of plastics eliminates the need of wax, graphite,
or impression lead.
abod products . — The cellulose from wood has been going
into food, clothing, alcohol, plastics, rubber, and explosives.
Now the lignin is berg processed to produce fertilizer, binder
for road surfaces, yeast, and vanillin. "Compregnated" wood,
saturated with plastic and compressed, forms joists and raf-
ters which are smaller than those of ordinary wood, and which
are oil, water, weather, and fire resistant. Bathtubs from
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plywood, boats all in one piece, floors cut from rolls, anti-
freeze, and photographic developers can be obtained from wood.
Laboratories are being equipped to allow further research in
this field. Conservation and reforestation will be practiced
as never before, because trees have become a profitable crop.
Ra ilroads .— No slump is expected in rail travel; it has
usually increased at the close of wars. Moreover, the cost of
train travel is to be reduced to one cent a mile, so that the
trip from Boston to Los Angeles would cost $25 . Most equipment
will be replaced and the tracks straightened to enable overall
schedules of 70 miles per hour to be maintained. Comfort will
be assured through the use of the gyrostabilizer, v/hieh will
prevent the bumping usual with lightweight cars at high speed.
These improvement s should mean continued employment for 300,000
operators and 1,000,000 non-operators, the numbers now in the
two types of railway brotherhoods. Since reconversion of
railroads is given high priority listing and railway equipment
abroad must be rebuilt, there should be no lack of employment
on the railroads nor in affiliated industries.
Housing is one field in which there will be much activity.
Conservative, prewar type homes may be preferred, but prefabri-
cated and portable houses are receiving serious attrition from
postwar planners. The reconditioning of all types of buildings
will require the help of many workers.
Military activities will be open to, or may be required
from young people. One proposal is that the United States
V
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portion of the army of occupation be composed of 18-year olds.
Another plan calls for the training yearly of 750,000 to
1,000,000 men who are between the ages of 17 to 21, and their
retention as active reserves for 4 or 5 years after their year
of training. The Navy men have been told by Secretary Knox
that there will be no scrapping of the fleet after this war.
The Navy has inaugurated a military government program in
which young men are invited to enroll, if they are interested
in a career job. A merchant fleet, of 1500 to 2000 ships, with
adequate personnel, is proposed as desirable postwar equipment.
Opportunities in professions .— The war will produce
marked changes in the treatment of the sick and injured. Super-
magnets will extract foreign matter from eyes, body cavities,
and flesh wounds. Automatic hypodermic needles, now part of a
soldier’s equipment, will be in every civilian first aid kit.
Statistics had indicated that many of the population were
receiving inadequate dental end medical care during the de-
pression. Possible proof of this was found during 1940, when
half of the 2 million men examined for the Amy were rejected
as below standard in health. The services of 300,000 more
dentists, doctors, and nurses than were practicing prior to
1940 are required to keep the whole nation healthy, and ap-
proximately the same increase should be made in lay personnel
serving in hospitals and clinics.
Social workers will be needed in large numbers after the
war ends, for war is responsible for broken homes, orphans,
-.
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and other social problems . If there is any prolonged period
of unemployment, conditions will become more deplorable. Social
workers will also be needed to assist in the rehabilitation of
military and civilian personnel.
Teachers will be needed to assure to all American children
their quota of education. If every child continued through
high school or its equivalent, a 60 per cent increase would
be necessary in the country’s teaching staff. This would mean
employment for about 650,000 persons.
Not all trades, skills, professions have been touched
upon in this survey of occupations. However, opportunities
such as these should provide adequate employment for youth
and adults both, if emphasis is placed on production adequate
to the needs of all rather than on an economy of scarcity for
the purpose of increasing profits for a few.
.-
CHAPTER IX
YOUTH EMPLOYMENT
Many of the veterans who will be demobilized at the con-
clusion of the war will be less than 30 years of age, and many
of them, having gone directly from schools into the aimed
forces, will have real problems in the matter of employment.
But special training will be provided for them and preferential
treatment will be accorded them by most employers. However,
their presence in the community as job applicants, and the
curtailment of armament manufacture will seriously handicap
the new workers about to leave our schools and enter the labor
market. It can be shown that youth under 21 have greatest
difficulty in finding employment; it can be demonstrated also
that lack of work is especially destructive to the morale of
the very young job seekers. Plans must be made to prevent a
repetition of prewar conditions, under which thousands of
youngsters sought for years for work, and never succeeded in
finding employment.
In the period from 1930 to 1940 there was a tendency on
the part of some citizens to criticize youth because they were
unemployed, to blame the educational system through which they
had passed. The records of the years since the war began show
- 79 -
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that youth can and will work hard; that young people can be
trained to perform a diversity of tasks heretofore thought to
be the prerogatives of adults. fhe fault, obviously, was not
with youth.
One of the reasons given by employers for their unwilling-
ness to hire young people was that they lac ted work experience,
with its consequent maturation of character. In the early days
of this nation’s development, children were needed as helpers
on the farm and in the small mills and shops. Boys worked
alongside men, learned the many skills and trades involved in
clearing and cultivating land, caring for livestock, liarvesting
and processing the crops. *»ork experience, or apprenticeship
training, was the daily lot of every boy until he was old
enough to start out for himself. In similar manner, girls
learned, as they worked under the direction of their mothers,
how to cook, weave, sew, to do household nursing, to raise
poultry, and to tend small gardens. They were milliners, cloth-
ing designers, hairdressers, interior decorators, dietitians,
teachers, candle and soap makers. The activities whic h filled
the days of boys and girls were necessary to the welfare of
the family; but the performance of the tasks gave to the young
people vocational education of the finest sort.
Youth affected by general employment conditions .— Gradually
the economic pattern changed. The introduction of machines
lessened the amount of manual labor and skill essential to
existence. Boys and girls had fewer tasks; the younger ones
,:
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were given more schooling and the older ones found work out-
side the home. When immigrants were hired for the heavier
tasks, the native-born entered trades, business, or the pro-
fessions. But in those lines much of Ihe training was of the
nature of work experience. The boy who was studying medicine
got a job in the doctor’s home, helped lay out the instruments,
assisted in operations, drove for the doctor on his round of
calls. He learned what was involved in his profession.
Unfortunately work opportunities declined as technological
changes increased. Telephones were quicker and cheaper mes-
sengers than office boys. Meantime, weaving had gone out of
the home into the factory, and so girls went there, too. As a
result, they had less share in household tasks. The available
jobs, either at home or in business, decreased for young workers
they lost their chances to learn by observation and practice.
The only course left was to prolong the period of their school
attendance. By 1930, the number of youths, 15 to 19 years of
age, who were continuing their education reached 5,779,000.
When the depression curtailed family incomes and young people
tried to find work to ease the financial burden, they seldom
found that their services were desired. They knew no trade
nor skill, they had no experience as workers, they were not
accustomed to responsibility; their training was inadequate for
the unusual situation in which they found themselves. Neither
they, nor the educational system alone should have been blamed;
alterations in the nation’s economic structure accounted for
..
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the inability of young people to obtain work.
Opportunities for self-employment have decreased; only in
agriculture does the individual have a chance to produce goods
for use or sale. Nearly all of the population must depend now
for their livelihood upon work for wages. Consequently, the
economy is less stable and money fluctuations directly affect
the existence of an increasing number of people.
A lessening of demand for labor is immediately reflected
in the number of jobs available to beginning workers. Some
employers refuse to hire young people under 18 or 21 years of
age. In 1935, 4,000,000 of the youth between the ages of 16 and
24 Y/ho were out of school were also out of work. The 1937
census of unemployed persons showed that the greatest number
without jobs were those under 20 years of age; 50 per cent at
age 16, and 34.7 at age 19. The next highest percentage (24.3)
represented the job-seekers of 20 to 24 years.
Obstacles in the Path of Employment . -- In the opinion of
Mr. Faul T. David there are four barriers which prevent youth
from securing employment. The first has to do with entrance
into the occupations. Unusual qualifications of aptitude and
a lengthy and expensive training program serve to make entrance
into the professions the privilege of comparatively few
youths. Opportunities to enter the skilled trades as appren-
tices have been limited by lack of employer interest and the
failure of unionized industries to agree upon a training pro-
gram. Recent action by the Department of Labor should resultv
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in an adequate apprenticeship program. Unions have acted to
limit the employment of youth, in order to maintain profitable
labor scales for adults.
The second barrier has been seniority rules, whereby the
oldest workers are given any employment there is, or rehired
first, in the event that they must be discharged in depression
periods. A plan of work-sharing is better for young workers,
for it enables them to maintain their morale, work habits, and
special skills.
The third barrier is the restriction of child labor. This
regulation is mainly for the benefit of children, but it has
resulted in youth unemployment. A limited work experience un-
der favorable conditions can be beneficial to youth under 16
years of age.
The fourth barrier is the minimum wage scale. Pay high
enough to protect adult workers is likely to hinder the em-
ployment of youth under 18, if the same rates are applied to
them. A juvenile minimum wage schedule is recommended. (
)
amployment promotes growth .— The mere fact that young peo-
ple are working, are spending the best hours of the day in pur-
poseful, directed, and exacting activity is beneficial. A new
value is set on punctuality, on the care of equipment, on the
importance of perscnal attitudes toward fellow workers and superiors.
Youth acquire a new code of ethics which includes pride in their
own skill and an appreciation of the worth of all workers.
Wages earned by their own efforts gives to money a new
*.
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significance. Youth net only enjoys the feeling of independ-
ence from parental control, but acquires valuable experience in
the management of funds. Employment is a period of upheaval
for young folks. They learn to take orders, to adjust to a job
and to new personalities; wages serve as a stimulus and a re-
straining influence .
As employment is beneficial, so the failure to obtain
work has a deleterious effect upon young people. If his search
the.
for work is futile
,
^average youth succumbs to a sense of failure
and defeatism, followed by a loss of interest in all forms of
active life. The youth of greater ability, accustomed to some
previous measure of success, is angered by failure to find a
place for himself in the social organization. Revolutionary
movements have been started by unemplo^red students more often
than by other members of the community. But for any young
person, inability to secure work stunts his personality devel-
opment, breaks his courage, and makes him resentful or distrust-
ful of existing social and economic systems.
Flans for youth employment .— Adults must accept the major
share of ze spons ibility for providing work opportunities for
young people. The latter have been able to assist themselves
and each other by making personal analyses of their individual
training and qualifications, and then cooperating in job-finding
councils. But young people can create work for themselves only
in rare instances; as a matter of fact, only an occasional
adult was able, in the depression era, to provide work for him-
.,
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self or for his own children. Moreover, in the prewar years
young people were facing a growing tendency on the part of em-
ployers to hire few workers who were under 21; in the future,
if there is widespread unemployment, the last to find work will
be the youngest applicants. Thus, the provision of employment
opportunities for youth becomes a public responsibility.
The needs of these young people, up to their 21st year, can
be met by schooling, by an expansion of normal onployment op-
portunities, and by programs of needed public works. Many
states now insist that children stay in schools until they are
16 years of age, and if conditions make it necessary, financial
assistance is provided to enable them to remain. Those whose
abilities and circumstances justify the expenditure of time
and money should be encouraged to continue their education; the
aptitude of the individual and the needs of society should de-
termine who are to be in colleges and universities, not the
ability of a family to pay the fees required. Work and wages
will be more beneficial to the development of some youth after
they reach the tenth grade. When the secondary school course
has been completed, there should be for all pupils a period of
employment for pay in an essential industry. On a job, young
people gain in character development, learn what training they
need, and become keen to acquire it. In order for young people
to develop maturity through realistic work experience, the goal
of full employment for all must be achieved. If young people
i
cannot be kept occupied by school attendance and employment in
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private industry until they reach the age of 21, a flexible
program of public works should be organized to accomplish that
end.
Special youth programs . -- Prewar programs to provide paid
employment for youth may serve as guides, should similar organi-
zations be needed in the future. The Civilian Conservation Corps
in the 8 years after its creation in 1933 afforded employment
for 2,500,000 out-of-school boys and war veterans; their ages
were from 17 to 23, but the greater number were 17 or 18 years
old. The conservation projects were those which would require
at least 5 years for completion, and their distance from settle-
ments made it necessary for the men to live in barracks. The
cost to the government, therefore, was greater; it averaged
$1200. an enrollee per year. But the improvement in natural
resources for those 8 years was in excess of $1 1/2 billion,
or perhaps $700. per manj 67 ^ However, conservation and devel-
opment of natural resources was the secondary objective of the
plan. The primary aim was to provide needed work relief, pro-
mote the welfare of the men, train them on the job, and give
them experience in full-time employment. The men did improve
markedly in health, physical fitness, morale, and self-confi-
dence; they acquired certain skills, unfortunately not those
most useful in industrial society; they learned to carry out
directions, work a full day, and take pride in their accomplish-
ments. The fact that many of them, as a result of their CCC .
training, found places in private industry is the best proof of
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the value of the program.
As might be expected, the plan was found to have several
weaknesses. Certain practices should not be followed, if an-
other public works program necessitates taking men from their
homes. Boys from relief families should not be the only ones to
be given the advantages possible in these camps; the segregation
of any one group is undesirable and undemocratic. Appointment
to salaried supervisory positions should be on a civil service
basis, rather than on a political one, as has been the case.
One government department should be in charge of the plan. Hours
conducive to study should be allotted to education, and the scope
of the subject matter increased. Unions must be influenced to
permit these young men to acquire a wide range of skills, such
as could be gained by allowing them to erect and maintain their
own barracks. Citizenship training should stimulate enthusiasm
for group living, appreciation for the privileges offered by
( 68 )this country; and promotion of the spirit of patriotic service.
The National Youth Administration was created in 1935,
with a two-fold purpose. Work on public projects of various
kinds was to be supplied for unemployed youth, and young people
in schools, colleges, and universities were to be assigned to
paid work, to enable them to continue their education. No re-
moval of persons from the community was involved and local work
facilities were employed; thus the cost for the out-of -school
part-time worker was kept to $£25. This junior WPA provided
supervision for beginning workers, and made possible a variety
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of desirable li ght -cons true t ion projects. Thousands of small
public buildings were constructed; in Kentucky alone, 2000
schoolhouses were repaired. Roads, parks, airports were
improved; women clerical workers assisted in hospitals, li-
braries, social service centers; workshops produced or repaired
clothing, hospital supplies, school furniture. The new defense
program enabled a youth worker to earn $600. a year, provided
for his supervised training on the job and related work in the
vocational schools, and required him to remain on the program
for three months.
The NYA plan in its original form was inadequate for un-
employed youth out of school. They were permitted to work 60
hours a month, for which they received $16.; this rate was
raised to 80 hours, with, a consequent wage increase; the defense
training ran to 160 hours of work and related instruction. The
basic schedule produced too little money to permit a self-sup-
porting contribution to be made at home; the employment was dis-
continuous, resulting in loss of efficiency, and failure to
acquire good work habits. It was not supplemented by a strong
educational program. Nevertheless, NYA provided a measure of
work experience to young folks who could not otherwise have
acquired it, and promoted character development.
In a three-year period, 300,000 students in high schools
and colleges earned from $6. to $40. a month, which allowed
them to continue with their education.
^
70
^
Resident centers were opened in 1937 by the NYA; by 1941
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several hundred were operating for the assistance of 40,000
youth. Rural young, people were brought together, usually near
some educational institution and for a period of one to six months,
for training in agriculture and home economics. Later, centers
were located near production workshops and gave specialized
industrial and mechanical training. The rural youth were able
here to learn standardized industrial skills, impossible of
attainment in their home areas. The agricultural and home eco-
nomic centers, and some for non-defense projects, were still
maintained; but at no time did they include as many as 15 per
cent of NYA youth.
Residence centers differed from earlier programs in several
respects. In buildings which they remodeled and decorated,
boys and girls from families on relief worked and studied together,
learned how to grow food and to live. The time was equally di-
vided between educational and vocational training, with 4 hours
a day devoted to each, and was under the direction of experienced
teachers. The pay was 27 cents a day, the earning of which might
enable a boy to buy a second shirt for himself. Food was ade-
quate, but no more; yet some children for the first time in
their lives had three meals a day. The cost per enrollee was
about half that of the CCC and decreased as skill in the pre-
paration of materials increased. The centers were essentially
self-governing, citizenship was lived, and division of labor,
a factor in industrial life, was practiced. In addition to
the scheduled training, students learned cleanliness, simple
-.
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table manners, self-reliance, and that they were welcome in
libraries and community centers.
Postwar public works .— The adoption of measures for in-
dustrial expansion will be harder than to stop war production.
During the interim, public works may prevent extensive unem-
ployment. If work must be provided, projects which can be
started quickly should be undertaken. Then, if the need per-
sists, a transfer should be made to heavy construction, whereby
more people would be engaged directly or indirectly by private
industries and the entire economic system strengthened.
Any program bringing an expansion of normal private em-
ployment would benefit young people. In the public works type
of program, utilizing government construe tion agencies or pri-
vate contractors, youth would participate in activities similar
to those of private industries. Unemployed young people would
be eligible for the project type of public works only if they
were heads of families, primary wage earners, or if they had a
record of military service or previous employment. A special
public works program for youth would be needed because of the
tendency, when employment is low, for employers to oppose the
private hiring of youth in the interests of those already at
work; lack of assurance that young people would be participants
in general public works plans; the conviction that separate
projects for beginning workers would provide mere adequate super-
vision and training for them, and be less expensive, since their
inexperience would not entitle them to an adult Y/age
.
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The .American Youth Commission makes several recommendations
about the nature of such public works plans for youth. The per-
sonnel to be aided should be between the ages of 16 and £0. Re-
lief status or financial need should not be essential conditions
for participation; but every young person should be provided with
the maturing experience of employment at the right stage in his
development. The projects should be of several types. Work
which needed to be performed in isolated areas, where no adequate
supply of labor was available, where special housing would be
needed for the workers could best be accomplished by the CCC
type of program. Soil conservation, or similar types of pro-
jects, for which no special housing would be require d, might be
within the scope of beginning workers. Construction jobs, such
as the repair or erection of small public buildings, could like-
wise be undertaken by beginners; within their range also would
be the production or repair of goods for use in such public
buildings. Young people might assist in the operation of public
and non-profit services, in social service for children, or in
the production of goods for people unable to purchase supplies
( 72
\
equal to their needs. v '
During the war period, young people have demonstrated
their ability and eagerness to perform a vast number of opera-
tions in the semi-skilled and skilled trades, ouch mechanical
and industrial proficiency is essential for many peacetime oc-
cupations, such as have been surveyed in previous pages. The
ideal situation would be for private industry to undertake such
-
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immediate and wide expansion, of activities that employment
might be guaranteed to adults and youth. If that economic
condition should not exist, an adequate program of public
works must be put into operation, so that newcomers to the
labor market may be able to secure training and work.
The expressions of opinion concerning the probable eco-
nomic aspect of the postwar world are diverse and numerous.
Government leaders, economic specialists, executives, laborers,
farmers have all been consulted as to their views. From the
accumulated evidence it is possible to determine some points
on which all agree. The first is that there shall be no return
to postwar economic practices. There must be no mass unemploy-
ment, no widespread poverty in the midst of plenty, no exten-
sive closing of factories nor plowing-under of crops. There
must be no need for great numbers of the population to be on
public relief. Youth must not face years of frustration and
disillusionment, because of inability to find work and to make
progress in that work. All the factors which made for insecurity
and want must be abolished.
The second point of agreement is that the domestic economy
shall not be completely surrendered to government control,
largely because the population is subsisting on government grants.
A third conviction is that full employment is possible,
and that the labor activity now going on for national defense
should be continued for peacetime production. Since the full
*'
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power of the government was utilized to accomplish the present
mobilization of manpower, a limited amount of government di-
rection may be necessary to insure full employment in postwar
industry and business.
It is recommended that free enterprise should take the
initiative in establishing postwar business activity. Competi-
tion should be encouraged, the profit motive should be allowed to
operate for the stimulation of the investment of private capital.
If buying is controlled for some time after the close of the
war, the accumulated consumer needs could maintain production
at a high peak or for a relatively long period. The industrial
power, business efficiency, and productivity which are function-
ing at their best during this emergency period should be enabled
to provide similar encouragement of invention and opportunities
for large-scale employment after the war. A convincing presenta-
tion of the importance of private initiative is in Challenge to
Freedom
,
by Mr. Henry M. Wriston, President of Brown University.
Recognition is being given to the fact that the manipula-
tion of the public debt can affect all economic activity. In
the future the debt may be used to prevent deflation and waste
( 73 )
of resources, or inflation and economic disorganization.
The scope of social security and old-age benefits should
be expanded. This would result in a wide distribution of in-
come, which, in turn, would mean stimulation of spending, de-
mand for goods, a high level of production and distribution.
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Free exchange of goods and services on an international
scale, and equality of access to raw materials should serve to
stimulate the domestic economy and maintain full employment.
Programs of essential public work should be planned on a
local, state, and national basis. Whenever depression threatens,
these could be used to stabilize business activity and to sup-
plement private enterprise in maintaining full employment.
Primary wage earners should be given employment preference,
but the group next to be considered should be the youth under
twenty-one. The provision of work experience to young people
during their formative years is essential to the normal develop-
ment of their characters and is vital to society.
Freedom from want is one of the goals set for the postwar
world, and freedom is not a negative concept. Industrious, am-
bitious men and women, including young people, must be provided
with the opportunity to work, so that society may benefit from
what they produce, and they may have the satisfaction of being
responsible, essential members of society. Industrial enterprise
and competition must be encouraged; research and invention must
be stimulated. The resourcefulness which has produced the highest
standard of living to be found anywhere in the world must operate
even more fully in the future. Within the framework of democracy
and international collaboration, freedom from want can be attained;
when that is done, the problem of youth employment will be solved.
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PART III
POSTWAR EDUCATIONAL ADJUSTMENTS

CHAPTER X
CHANGES IN SOCIETY CALL FOR CHANGES IN EDUCATION
During the depression era young people were reduced to
despair because they could secure no work; they were undecided
whether to blame themselves or society for the unhappy idle-
ness in Y/hich they Y/ere forced to remain. When soldiers at
the front steal a moment’s respite from the dangers which sur-
round them and let their thoughts drift homeward, they are con-
fronted with the uncertainty of finding employment when they
return. All the young people in our schools are perplexed
about the bearing which postv/ar economic conditions may have
on their individual educational and vocational training plans.
The answers to this question which vexes the minds of all our
youth will be conditioned by the political aspect of the v/orld
of the future, and by the type of educational training the young
person has, or can acquire.
Public education reflects the needs of the society which
it would serve. A school program must take cognizance of that
world and build for a better future, politically, economically,
and socially. In the third part of this thesis, sane phases of
the educational and social aspects of the postwar world vdll
be considered; the whole field cannot be covered.
-96-
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New factors . — Four main changes in society call for al-
terations in educational procedure:
1. The gradual elimination of opportunities
for genuine work experience during the formative
years of adolescence;
2. Changes in the preparation needed for
modern living, making changes in the curriculum
of studies necessary, in order to adapt them
to life;
3. The separation of youngsters from adults,
brought about by industry and the classroom, which
has destroyed all the traditional natural contacts
of the two groups and deprived youth of valuable
work experience;
4. The lack of any substitute for the old
close lelationship between teachers and pupils
which was the rule when classes were small groups
in static communities.
New factors which have entered into and had a transforming
effect upon our economic life include the great increase in the
size of groups working together, the emphasis on specialization,
the decrease in the need for simple generalized skills, and
the necessity to know which personalities can best be trained
(74)
for each skill.
Mr. Howard Kumford Jones, Dean of the Graduate School of
Arts and Sciences of Harvard University, expects a quite dif-
ferent transformation in the educational picture.
’’The war probably ended an epoch in education,
notably in the public schools and in certain colleges.
That epoch, largly colored by the theories of John
Dewey, made the developmen t of individual personality
the primary aim of education. Its center has been
something called ’the child’; an: d the ’child-centered
school’, ’the child-centered curriculum’, and similar
phrases have been characteristic The war has high-
..
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lighted the characteristic weaknesses of child-
centered education, ....lack of intellectual rigor,
the avoidance of the dull necessity of drill, a
failure to see that the nation might need the habit
of discipline. Hundreds of young officer candidates
had to be turned back because of defective training
in the simple elements of mathematics, including
arithmetic, characteristically a grade-school sub-
ject. To be sure, the controlling philosophy of
education was not wholly to blame for deficiencies
caused by public failure to supply funds necessary
to good teaching, but the tendency to put up with
inexact answers and to fub the problem of funda-
mental intellectual principles was certainly pre-
sent in the school system. No child, ran one cele-
brated axiom, should ever experience failure.
Failure, however, was precisely what many a product
of the public schools experienced in training camp
or industry because he had not been disciplined to
attentivene ss. "( 75)
New plans .— Angelo Patri remarked in one of his articles
that everyone feels competent to decide how schools should be
administered. Criticism is, of course, good for any public
agency, and,as a result of the weaknesses which have been found
in school organizations, new measures are being formulated.
7ttiile world conditions and policies continue to be in an un-
settled state, the generation now in our schools must be pre-
pared to administer whatever plans are adopted for the future
of this country. It is well, therefore, that many agencies
and individuals are proposing improvements in the educati onal
system.
The National Resources Planning Board report lias a chapter
entitled "Equal Access to Education", in which are 15 recom-
mended
'
policies for the future. Only 4 points will be presented
he re
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"That equal access to elementary and high-
school education be assured all children and youth.
"That the quality of education at all levels
and for all persons be made adequate to meet the
needs of a democratic nation.
(school)
"That an extensive program of A building con-
struction and repair be undertaken to meet the
needs of education at all levels.
"That adequate funds be made available by the
local, State, and Federal governments to assure
the carrying out of the recommendations presented
above •
"
The United States Office of Education has issued a booklet
entitled Planning; Schools for Tomorrow
,
in which the basic re-
quirement made of education is that it be usable. A few sen-
tences will suffice to show the trend of the discussion.
"Education should teach people how to be, to
do
,
an d to live .
"Full opportunity should be available for the
acquisition of knowledge and certain necessary
skills and for the development of useful appreciations,
attitudes, and ideals. The three R’s do not consti-
tute a sufficiently comprehensive education for the
needs of modern life. ... Manual and emotional, as
well as intellectual, development should have a
place in the training program Since certain hu-
man needs are common to all people, a given minimum
education should be provided for everyone.
"Education should teach people how to do - that
is, how to work
"There is now, and during the postwar period
there will be, urgent need for much more opportunity
for education which prepares one specifically for
earning a living. Specialized education diould be
made more widely available on a national, state
,
and
local basis.
"Because of its value in developing character,
work is essential for all individuals at all ages,
regardless of their economic status. A school work
•1.
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program should include provision for some employ-
ment without pay as well as for some with pay.
"Nearly half of our children enrolled in ele
-
mentary and secondary schools live in rural areas.
So long as educational opportunity in rural terri-
tory remains sharply limited, we cannot hope to
attain a desirable minimum level of social, economic,
and governmental functioning by the citizenship as
a whole. The improvemen t. . . .must be the concern of
all persons, regardless of their place of residence.
"During the year which ended June 30, 1940,
the United States spent approximately $2,700,000,000
for public educati cn. .. .about 87 per cent.... for public
elementary and secondary education.
"To offer the educational program needed in this
country would require a minimum expenditure of $5
billion a year for regular current expenses. An ad-
ditional $5 billion, at least, is needed for the re-
pair of old, and the construction of new, school
buildings.
"( 77 )
Dr. George D. Strayer, Director of the Division of Organi
zation and Administration of Education at Teachers College,
Columbia University, has outlined his vision of "Postwar
Education" in the following manner:
"In America after the war, educational insti-
tutions will have to plan their curricula according
to the work in which men and women will be engaged.
A large percentage of the whole population will be
enrolled in some part of the school system.
"Ye will need to provide a system of free pub-
lic education which will ensure boys and girls of
superior intelligence and ability of an opportunity
to continue their education in schools of higher edu-
cation devoted to professional training and to
scholarship.
"A reorganized school system may be visualized
as consisting of the nursery school, the kindergarten,
the six-year elementary school. Then will follow a
four-year middle school devoted primarily to general
education and extending from 12 to 16 years of age.
;.
.
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In the upper four years, of the public school system
....students will find opportunities which will pre-
pare them for effective and productive participation
in the economic life of our country. For those who
complete the upper four-year unit, or until approxi-
mately 20 years of age, two lines of opportunity are
clearly indicated- training for the minor positions
of leadership in industry, agriculture, or business;
or definite preparation for advanced education leading
to the professions or to scholarly attainment.
"In postwar America there must be developed the
greatest progress in adult education that the world
has ever seen. Here, the challenge will be unmis-
takable. At the war’s end, we shall find ourselves
confronted with the greatest problem of guidance
,
education and training and placement fbr millions of
those discharged from the armed forces and for other
millions who will be displaced because of the change
from war to peacetime industry.
’’Education will need to cooperate with other
social agencies in the improvement of the conditions
under which men and women live and work and play.
We must envisage a community wherein schools cooper-
ate with dental and medical clinics, with settlement
houses, with playgrounds and recreation centers,
with public forums, with libraries, museums and com-
munity theatres, and the like.
"We shall have to look forward to a larger par-
ticipation by the Federal government in the support
of education. There is not even the remotest pos-
sibility in certain areas that enou^i money to main-
tain an adequate program of education can be made
available .
”(73)
The American Council on Education proposes that in the
future remedial action be taken to eradicate illiteracy; to
bring schools everywhere in the country to a level where
everyone will receive a full elementary education; to em-
phasize health and physical education; to expand vocational
education, to include training for industrial and agricultural
occupations; and to revitalize the program concerning the
values and practices of democracy for youth in and out of school.
•....
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Such a program requires money, but even more it requires
the will to act. The Commission further suggests that the
"expansion of educational services, with improvement in their
quality, is a means of taking up some of the slack during the
period of economic readjustment."
(
79 )
Youth potentialities not challenged . — Reference has been
made earlier in these pages to youth's willingness to work
hard when opportunity was given him to do so, and when helping
to win the war was an additional incentive. Recent publications
have carried accounts of the response which boys have made to
supervised training programs which contributed directly to the
war effort and allowed the boys to master a skill. The Lockheed
and Vega Aircraft Corporation of Burbank, Califo raia, ha s . for
16 and 17 year old boys a part-work, part-school project in
building real aircraft. 'Two systems are available for dividing
the work, regular wages are paid, and a full day-shift is
covered; but no boy can continue at the plant if his school
grades are not satisfactory. The boys’ academic standing
has improved! After a three months’ trial, the success of the
plan was sufficient to justify enrolling 3000 boys.^ 80 ^
In April 1943, the Illinois Central Railroad undertook to
teach 60 boys in each ten day period to ride the cabs, fire
huge locomotives, and help to v;in the transportation crisis.
•The boys chosen must have at least average high school grades
and possess splendid physical strength. For the ten day period
the boys spend the mornings in classrooms, with experienced
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railroad men as teachers j and the afternoons are devoted to
practicing, out in the yards, the theory that has been taught.
The satisfaction which the boys and the railroad have gained
from this program has caused it to be copied by other lines.
The Goodyear Rubber Company is carrying on an experiment
for the Future Farmers of America. An apprentice-farmer sys-
tem has been established on the Goodyear 1700 acre farms, and
the boys learn from listening to lectures, from doing, and
from discussion groups. They are given the chance to own an
80 acre faim, on a project set up as a colony with 4 houses
to each group. The colony is a large-scale experimental faim
for company or government rehabilitation projects, and is in-
tended to demonstrate to boys that they can succeed as farmers.
When one considers how many boys have given their time to
civilian defense and Red Cross activities, then one observes
the very small lads who deliver papers, or the older ones on
mail routes, one must acknowledge that young people have poten-
tialities irhich have too often been overlooked. Schools
should endeavor to provide opportunities which will serve as
well as emergencies to develop character and latent abilities.
..
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CHAPTER XI
ORGANIZATION OF THE SECONDARY SCHOOL
The proposed enrollment of all youth of high school age
in the public schools would be accompanied by some marked
operational changes. The teaching and maintenance staffs would
have to be increased; the plant expanded; the local budget sup-
plemented by federal grants. Yet surely this country can afford
to educate its citizens for peacetime pursuits as well as for
war duties.
The objectives of secondary e due ati on .-- Much that was
written in the previous chapter could be construed as expressing
in general terms the purposes of high school education. The
American Youth Commission states the objectives succinctly:
(1) Secondary education is to be available to all
you th.
(£) No weakening of preparation for higher education
of those who can profit from it will be tolerated,
(3) Suitable curricula and other experience are. to be
provided for those who are not going on in education
or for those who are leaving at about the end of the
tenth grade.
(4) Every pupil is to be effectively prepared for
life in all its aspects: social, economic, and
cultural. (Q 3 )
Mr. Howard R. Anderson, associate professor of education in
Cornell University, makes suggestions for reconciling equality
-104 -
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of opportunity with, individual differences. Four basic prin-
ciples underlie a democratic program of education.
1. Careers open to talent. For persons of
demonstrated competence, lack of funds must be no
bar to complete equality of educational opportunity.
2. Education according to needs. At ages 11
to 14, youth should be channeled into three broad
types of education: (1) terminal, (2) technical,
and (3) college preparatory. The basic content and
purpose of courses taken by all pupils will be sub-
stantially the same for ages 5 to 11. With minor
exceptions the same would need to hold true for ages
11 to 14.
The terminal program should emphasize (1) mas-
tery of fundamental processes, (2) citizenship, (3)
personal adjustmen t, and (4) vocational preparation
and a variety of work experience.
3. Work to capacity. After the age of 14 each
boy or girl is enrolled in one of the three broad
programs of education. In each he should get the
type of schooling which best meets his needs.
4. Dignity of labor. In a democracy, dignity
of labor must be more than a theory. (1) Tinder a
realistic program of education every youth would
have the sat is fact in of knowing that he had "gone
as far" as he could, that he had received a "square
deal". (2) In addition, wise social planning must
insure minimum standards of security end comfort
for all. (3) A continuation of high taxes on in-
comes and inheritances will reduce the extremes of
poverty and wealth. (4) All youth should share the
experience of doing socially useful work for their
country, and in the case of boys, should also share
military training.
To the extent that educational opportunities
were made to square with real needs, students might
then experience the satisfaction of achieving goals
within their reach rather than the frustration which
comes from attempting the impos sible
. ( 84)
One of the ways for helping young people to realize such
objectives as the above is by the use of personality and apti-
tude tests. These will enable the teacher to get some conception
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of the pupil, it will take the place, in part, of that personal
acquaintance which was possible in small communities and snail
schools. The teacher in the modern large school knows neither
the pupil nor his parents from any long association, so some
method has had to be devised to give the instructor an idea
of the personality with which he is to work. The testing will
allow teacher and student together to direct his preparation
toward the most suitable of the available jobs, skills, or
professions. The extensile use of testing made by the mili-
tary forces and industry may result in a better understanding
by the layman of their values in indicating the directions of
occupational choice and preparation. -hen the public seriously
tries to learn the nature and purpose of testing, it will dis-
cover that no competent school administration holds test results
to be infallible. Their worth lies in the fact that, in our
complex society, tests of personality and aptitude provide the
only possible source of information about the students in our
schools
.
Kev; grades added to secondary schools.— The quotation made
from Dr. Strayer’s writing gives his conception of the reorgani-
zation or regrading which will characterize the educational
system of the future. The Office of Education booklet states
that it is aware of the difficulties of providing for special
age groups, "particularly the 16 to 24 year group, and adults".
The American Youth Commission would have secondary edu-
cation extend from grade 7 through 14. A unified public school
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system, beginning with nursery school and kindergarten and con-
tinuing without special break through the 14th grade, is recom-
mended. At each grade level, the subject matter should be of
appropriate difficulty and diversity for all youth. The final
years of secondary education, beyond grade IE, should be made
available to all who want them, and whose records show that they
tfieir-
and society will benefit byA con tinuance in school; it is advised
that public junior colleges and technical schools be added to
the local educational systems of each state. These institutions
should be numerous enough to accommodate all qualified stu-
dents without the necessity and expense of their havirg to
%
leave home. The retention of youth in school through the 14th
grade promises to increase the economic and cultural we11-being
of all communities and of the nation.
If in the postwar period the employment level is low,
the idea of prolonging the period which youth spend in school
is likely to receive popular support. At least, the experience
of the depression years points in that direction. In 19E9,
36 per cent of the young people of the country were receivirg
4 years of schooling beyond the 8th grade; by 1939, 65 per cent
were so engaged. In the E2 years from 1917 to 1939 the
( 66 )
number of high schools increased 400 per cent. Unfortunately,
such an influx swamped the unprepared educational administra-
tions. No special classes could be organized to give these
youth preparation for jobs, and in too many cases, the young
people resented being forced by circumstances to remain in
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school. The program changes ushered in by the war emergency
may serve as the basis for a more constructive educational pat-
tern for the youth of 16 years and over who for one reason or
another remain in our secondary schools.
Curriculum end course changes .-- It is much simpler to state
the desirable objectives of secondary education than it is to
build a curriculum to achieve them. The changes in the economic
system within the last decade have been so far-reaching that
a general revision of the course of study in both the secondary
school and the college seems to be overdue.
In 1940 the American Youth Commission authorized the pub-
lication of a report entitled What the High Schools Ought to
Teach . The three points on which emphasis was placed were :
continued instruction in reading
work as a factor in general education
instruction in the social studies as preparation
for the solving of personal problems
"The high schools must face the task of teaching
in the field of life values and social ethics, dif-
ficult though the task may be. Moreover, if we are to
be successful in teaching the principles of a moral
order...., we must recover the essential values of
the traditional curriculum, but we must do so by pro-
viding subject matter and teaching methods that come
to grips with the really great issues in terms that
can be widely understood and appreciated. "(87)
In contrast to that broad general statement of curriculum
content may be placed a detailed statement of tiie proposed
changes in curriculum for New York City’s secondary schools.
These alterations are intended to equip today's high school
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students more thoroughly for life at home and in business.
1. An opportunity for every boy and girl to
take a special "job preparation” course of one or
two hours a day during the last year of secondary
school.
2. Extension of home economics courses throughout
the secondary school system so that every girl may
have the opportunity to receive instruction in the
care of children, the management of the home, and the
preparation of food.
3. Introduction of regular vocational courses in
academic high schools, if space permits and such
courses do not exist in the immediate neighborhood.
4. Special courses for pupils who cannot remain
in school more than 1 or 2 years.
5. Provision for the easy transfer between
academic and vocational high schools.
6. A 5 year follow-up of drop-outs and graduates.
7. Possible extension of the cooperative school-
work program on a weekly basis.
8. Ninth grade pupils all have exploratory programs
and a year of academic high school before taking voca-
tional high school training - except pupils in adjust-
ment classes.
9. Clearer definitions of the aims of industrial
arts - to be called practical arts - and vocational
courses; also of the methods in these courses.
10 ; Addition of the 13th year to Brooklyn Tech,
and the proposed V/ilbur Wright High School of Avia-
tion Trades.
11. More attention to athletics and extra-cur-
ricula activities in high schools offering vocational
cou rses
.
(88)
In writing of the New Era for Industrial Arts after the
v7ar, Mr. Arthur B. Hayes includes in the list of seven probable
developments in that field these three which are particularly
O . '
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noteworthy. In respect to the teaching of industrial arts in
the future;
M There will be a greater emphasis on its
character-developing features because of the urgent
needs of vocational life.
"More stress will be put on the int ellectual-
develcpment values of the subject, with students
being taught to think clearly, precisely, and
logically.
"The subject must be made as universally avail-
able to all children everywhere after the war as
are arithuBtic an d grammar today. "( 89 )
The new conception of the purpose of the practical arts
curriculum is ably stated by Dr. Roy O.Billett of the School
of Education, Boston University.
"Junior-and-senior-high-school courses re-
presenting industry and business have an aim to
serve far more valid and vital than the aim of
complete and specific vocational preparation,....
the new aim gets its validity and vitality from
certain socioeconomic realities peculiar to this
modern day, and from certain psychological facts
rather recently recognized and tentatively ac-
cepted as true.
"First, to prepare an electorate for intelli-
gent and well-meant citizenship in a modern democ-
racy is a formidable task.
"Second, most complexities in the social and
physical environment are due to the application of
science and invention in industry and business.
"Third, junior-and senior-high-school courses
representing industry and business are useless as
instruments of general education if they are domi-
nated by the narrow objective of complete prepara-
tion for specific occupations.
"Fourth, efforts to provide complete and
specific vocational education in the junior- and
senior -high-schools are rapidly becoming super-
fluous .
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"According to the new point of view, junior-
and senior-high-school courses representing industry
and business should be organized and presented in
large part to help pupils develop certain concepts,
skills, ideals, attitudes, and appreciations needed
for happy, successful, intelligent, and socially ac-
ceptable living a vital contribution of such
courses consists of exploratory, prevocaticnal, avo-
cational, and cultural values essential to tine general
basic education of all youth at the secondajry level."
Many of the curriculum changes and additions, as well as
altered methods of instruction, which have come about as a
direct result of the current emerge nc y, might well be retained
in the postwar educational program. In the social studies,
these general principles are applicable to the future:
"Unless teachers are informed about the
economic situation growing out of the war and
the Government *s program to marshal fully our
national economic resources, they have neither
the interest nor the background necessary to
teach these subjects successfully to their stu-
dents.
"It is educationally worthwhile to teach con-
sumer economics to younger students. Children,
as early as the intermediate grades in elementary
schools, are increasingly taking on functions for-
merly performed by adults. They are consumers.
"It is necessary to approach wartime economic
problems in terms of an expanding world. No
longer are we concerned simply with the economy
of the immediate family and its surroundings in
the neighborhood we are members of a world-
wide community. Economic forces are not respecters
of national boundaries ." (91)
Language teaching, it is forecast, will be definitely altered
as a result of educational methods used by the teachers in the
Army’s area and language training program at Cornell. At North-
western University, the radio and the phonograph are being
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utilized in the teaching of foreign languages. ^ The use
of wartime films to cover a Y;ide range of subjects and the use
of the phonograph for language instruction feature Army and
Navy prograras and have broad implications for the schools of
tomorrow, according to a spokesman for the United States Office
of Education.
Science and mathematics courses have experienced inno-
vations which may mean improved teaching methods, if the altered
systems are retained in the schools of the future. In the sum-
mer of 1942, Civil Aeronautics Administration training was being
provided for 300,000 students in half of the country's high
schools. All but flying was being taught in the majority of
the schools, but in 21 selected institutions, flight instruction
was given. jn November 1943, Los Angeles students were
pictured using novel classroom training planes which simulate
actual flying conditions in many ways.( 95 ) Moreover, the CAA
is making plane equipment available to high schools.
"'The CAA pre -flight program has a double-
barreled aim," it was explained. 'It is designed
to prepare boys in the upper grades of high school
for service in the air forces, should the war last
long enough. At the same time, it seeks to condi-
tion all high school students for a life in an air
age, in the same way that chemistry gives them back-
ground for the world of today, regardless of whether
they plan to be chemists. 95 )
The headmasters of two local high school systems report
these changes in curricula:
"At Newton, the high school and trade school
cooperate in offering a program under which pupils
spend alternate weeks in each school. In this way
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they obtain both a high school diploma and a
trade school certificate. In the high school, they
study English, modern history, related science,
related mathematics, mechanical drawing, chemistry,
physics, and "problems of democracy 1 . They also
participate in the intensive physical e due at ion
program which is a general high school wartime re-
qui reme nt • M
( 9 7
)
"In Boston, the instructors in mathematics
have revised their entire course. Graphical and
statistical techniques have been introduced. Con-
cepts and methods of aviation and ballistics
have been incorporaied into field and laboratory
mathematics. "(98)
In this survey of possible curriculum changes on the sec-
ondary level, the emphasis has been placed on joining school
experiences to those of life and assisting youth to prepare
for gainful employment. Nothing has been written here about
the type of college preparatory instruction to be provided
in the postwar years, because the nature of the admission and
degree requirements is as yet undetermined. In order to as-
sist such demobilized veterans as will wish to resume their
educational programs, some institutions have announced modi-
fications of their methods of entrance, and are granting credit
for courses successfully completed through the United States
Armed Forces Institute.
Much controversy has arisen about the place of the liberal
arts college in the educational world of the future. Mr. Maik
Van Doren insists that democracy needs colleges to provide
liberal education which, in his view, is not merely a classical
education, an education in literature, or in the humanities, or
in moral virtues, but is, rather, the complete education of men
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as men, liberating for use the powers of the individual and
perfecting his intellectual character so that he is competent
to do and to be.^ 99 ) Mr. Van Qoren would have such education
available to all who have aptitude for it; and for textbooks,
to be studied by faculty and students alike, he advocates the
use of the great classics. That innovation in textbooks is now
being given a trial at St.John's College, Maryland, under the
direction of President Barr.^00 )
The scientific and technical schools expect that some, at
least, of their wartime popularity will be carried over into
the postwar period when research and invention are expected to
flourish. Faculties must await the day when the armed forces
return the colleges to their peacetime status before authorita-
tive announcements on entrance and degree requirements can be
made. The expectation is that the standards set by the higher
institutions will be more exacting than in the postv/ar days;
but until such time as the colleges announce their programs,
few changes will be made on the secondary level. The task of
the high schools will be to maintain proficiency in the pre-
sentation of the usually prescribed subjects and to endeavor to
impart the philosophical ideas inherent in the culture of the
past but applicable to the conditions of the present and the
future.
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CHAPTER XII
PROGRAMS FOR YOUTH
Secondary schools were established to prepare students to
enter college. In times of prosperity many more high school
pupils enroll in college preparatory courses than have the
ability and perseverance to complete them or to go on to the
advanced training which they predicate. In the depression
period, the demand was for practical and vocational training to
provide youth wi th skills which they might offer as a means for
obtaining employment. .*hen the war emergency made the speedy
mobilization of skilled and semi-skilled workers imperative,
the commercial and vocational departments of the public school
system were deluged with applicants for instruction. Before
that demand could be met, boys requested pre-induction courses;
and again the schools strove to meet the need. Before demo-
bilization begins or some degree of unemployment appears, edu-
cators should strive to foresee and prepare for the postwar
demands on the secondary school.
Vocational training and occupational information . — The
entrance of a young person into the world of work is the result
of three processes. First, he must choose his vocation, on
the basis of information which is accurate, up-to-date, and
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which even tries to foresee future trends. This information
may be secured from public employment agencies, from inter-
views with students who have entered various fields of work
,
state boards of vocational education, the United States Office
of Education, and various government agencies which aim to
discover and make known ways in which every individual may have
an opportunity equal to his skill, ability, and energy.
Second, he must be trained. A series of tests should
indicate his aptitude for the occupation and for the training.
The vocational education necessary might be secured through
high school courses; through on-the-job training, which is most
efficient and most economical, since it is gained by way of
actual experience under supervision; through apprenticeship
training, which is available only by virtue of the cooperation
of the employer and the unions, and not yet equal to the number
of youths who would benefit from it nor to the need for skilled
workers; and through ’’up-grading” which has been ma.de possible
by ’’related-training” programs.
Third, he must secure a job. His high school may assist
him through the placement bureau, but he must sell himself to
his future employer. He should study such books on occupations
as have chapters on letters of application, the correct behavior
in an interview, attitudes toward v/orkers and employers. He
should take full advantage of any courses on occupations, and
placement, such as the one provided by a Stamford, Connecticut,
high school. In that instance, 600 seniors were divided into
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ten groups, each having eight regular meetings and supplementary
lectures from professional, commercial, and industrial leaders.
On the basis of the occupational information gained, the students
rated themselves in relation to the various vocations, wrote
letters of application, and prepared sample interviews for a
job.< 101 >
Trends in vocational education .— The American Youth Com-
mission places the number of beginning workers at 1,750,000 a
year. One half of these are city youths, and the other half
come from villages or farms. Since these young people have not
been able within the present economic structure to acquire oc-
cupational skill or experience in the world outside the school,
the curricula of the latter must be expanded to provide in-
creased amounts of vocational training and information, either
by stressing the occupational implications of established
courses or by creating new ones.
The war demands and the expansion of vocational education
resulted in the creation of intensive short courses of training
for the semi-skilled trades. In the future, simplified machine
operations can be taugfrt in grades 12 . to 14 and in the terminal
courses in public junior colleges. When the instruction has
been completed, the school and the public employment service
should cooperate on placement .
)
A study of the trends and possibilities in occupational
training has been made by Mr. J.C. Wright, Assistant United
States Commissioner for Vocational Education, and published
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under the title Voc at ional Tra ini ng Problems ,>hen the ;,'ar Ends .
The findings most applicable to youth of secondary school age
are as follows:
(1) Vocational education may be a factor in main-
taining high standards of living after the war. High
wages depend upon increased production, better methods,
and better trained employees.
(2) Vocational education should be democratized by
(a) Organizing training programs to meet the needs
of those who will be employed in single skill jobs,
or those requiring little skill or technical infor-
mation. This problem involves the 80 per cent of
high school pupils who neither enter colleges nor
the old-line trades.
(b) Organizing vocational schools on a State -wide,
district, or area basis. The larger administra-
tive unit can offer a wider variety of courses,
which should be adapted to the needs of each area.
(c) Developing the type of school organization
suitable to meet the needs of the 18-to-20-year-
old group. General and -vocational educational
opportunities should be provided for them, if
postwar unemployment necessitates their being kept
out of the labor market. Not only should they be
retained in schools, but their stay should be made
profitable .
(d) Organizing programs to meet the needs of persons
of medium or low aptitudes for academic subjects.
(3) Youth should be provided with broad training which
can become the basis for later specialization.
(4) Equipment and instruction should be abreast of
industrial development.
(5) School facilities should be utilized on more -than -
one -shift basis.
(6) A program might be worked out to train mechanics
and junior technicians for service in foreign countries.
(7) Public school vocational authorities should motivate
and sponsor apprenticeship programs.
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(8) Vocational education should assist in improving
and developing the training of office workers.
(9) The services of occupational information and
guidance should be at a maximum during the two or
more years of economic readjust men t.
( 103)
An example of the kind of development which may be ex-
pected in the field of vocational education is to be found in
suggestions made for improving the training in commercial
subjects. A survey of more than 600 firms in Southern California
revealed that the graduates of high school courses in office
practice are not adequately prepared for successful participa-
tion in the business world, Employers found that :
(1) Students need more drill in correct spoken and
written English, in better articulation, and in
vocabulary building, as well as in the development
of a more pleasing speaking voice.
(2) They need more training in simple arithmetic,
especially the ability to figure rapidly and ac-
curately.
(3) They lack the ability to write quickly, legibly,
and neatly.
(4) They should be taught the art of being well-
groomed and appropriately dressed.
(o) They need to improve their social conduct, and
their attitude toward jobs, workers, and superiors.
(6) A charming personality is essential to sue cess. (
-
1
-
04 )
Financially handicapped pupils .— In the case of fully half
of the students who have dropped out of high school before
graduating, lack of money was the deciding factor. In rural
areas the public secondary school is inaccessible to many stu-
dents unless they can pay for transportation. In city schools
the valuable extra-curricular experiences involve an expenditure
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of personal funds; poorer children who cannot afford such
luxuries are placed at a social disadvantage, often to their
great unhappiness. If money is scarce, the family can keep
the children at home, even if unemployed, more cheaply than
they can be kept in school. Since the financial problem in-
creases as young people reach the upper grades, any nationwide
extension of opportunity in grades 12 and 14 will be possible
only by equalizing the financial status of able pupils.
A step in this direction was taken through the NYA program,
by means of which pupils were paid to work in the schools a
few hours each week. The small amount earned enabled the stu-
dent to remain in school, and in addition it provided him
with work experience and training in specific skills. Some
critics of the plan complained that the pupils who worked be-
came socially isolated from their wealthier mates; others op-
posed the limiting of beneficial work-e xper ie nee to the finan-
cially handicapped. The ideal plan may be to provide some
measure of constructive work-for-pay for all pupils in public
secondary schools, the amount of time to be governed by the
need of the individual, but allowing al 1 to share in the benefits
to be derived from actual employment?
5
^ Whether on an ideal
basis or not, work while they are in school ought to be pro-
vided for those who cannot obtain it through private industry,
and yet who need financial assistance.
Schools and work programs .-- The American Youth Commission,
after intensive study of the relationship between youth work
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problems and the schools, summarized their findings under 12
heads. The last one is of particular interest.
"It is clearly desirable to avoid so far as
possible the establishment of competitive and
duplicative public educational services. Accordingly,
where supplementary educational programs are to be
provided for youth. .. .employed on public works pro-
grams, such (academic) programs should be provided
so far as possible by the established educational
authorities. Federal grants to the states for such
supplementary educational programs are desirable and
should be supplie d.
"
(
iq6)
If economic conditions require public works programs simi-
lar to those in the past, the recommendation would have almost
no application so far as the CCC type of project is concerned,
for their camps are too far from settled communities. In the
NYA type of project, training is provided through supervision
on the job, while school cooperation is sought for such other
general or supplementary education as the workers need.
"The Commission believes that a desirable relation
between schools and NYA for many youth on part-time
work projects would be very similar to that between
schools and private employers under the cooperative
plan of education where young people work half-time
in regular employment and attend school the other
half of the time. "(107)
The resident centers, in addition to the work training for
which NYA takes direct responsibility, include extensive part-
time educational programs for the youth.
"Instruction is provided by the staffs of co-
operating educational institutions or by vo-
cational education teachers who are assigned to
the centers by state boards for vocational educa-
tion and are paid from state and federal funds." (108)
In view of the cooperative practices which have been main-
tained, it would seem that any future programs which might be
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needed to assist financially handicapped or unemployed young
people need not infringe upon the functions of the public
school system. The two points an which everyone should agree
are that, in the future, youth must not lack education nor
must they be denied purposeful gainful employment. These
two needs of youth are supplementary, and measures for supplying
them should be carried out cooperatively.
Work experience programs for older secondary school youth .
-
For years the fact has been recognized that youth who worked
for pay while they were in school acquired desirable character
traits of self-reliance, cooperativeness, resourcefulness,
punctuality, courtesy, and ability to discharge responsibility.
During the depression it was observed that youth who had wo ike d
for pay while continuing their education were more successful
in finding employment after their graduation. But the youth
who had obtained jobs while still in school had been sparred
on by genuine financial need; they had found the work for them-
selves; and without supervision, or protection, they had made
the best of it. Neither they nor the school gave much thought
to their work as a valuable part of their education.
When young people were unable to obtain employment, in
the prewar years, because of the lack of those very character
developments v;hich result from "working one’s way through
school", educators began to view work experience in a new light.
One outcome of this new attitude toward work as a part of the
educative process was a new concept and a new program. The
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principle, as stated by the American Youth Commission, was:
"In many cases, and not only for financial rea-
sons, pupils in the upper years of high school
and in junior colleges should divide their time
equally between school attendance and wage em-
ployment.
"(109)
The new program was one which should have as its objectives:
"work seasoning", economic return, character building, and
occupational exploration and training. The tasks to be per-
formed were to have genuineness and reality; they were to
be obtained by a canvass of the employment possibilities of
the locality and through the cooperation of local employers.
The wages and hours were to be those normal to each job, and
all the usual social security and insurance advantages were
to be given to youth. An alternating schedule, usually on a
weekly basis, was to be arranged; by "pairing" pupil partici-
pants in the program, the job and the classroom were to be
continuously covered. The project was to be open to older
pupils, usually those in the senior year of high school, on
the basis of physical fitness, at least average scholastic
achievement, the results of personality and aptitude tests,
and interest in the experiment. Some credit toward graduation
was to be granted for work as we11 as classroom competence.
The entire program was to be under the direction of a coordi-
nator appointed by the school, on the basis of peculiar fitness
to guide the experiment to the advantage of the employers, the
school, and the students. (Fuller discussion of these programs
is contained in York Fixperience Programs for Older Youth in School
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which was issued by the Connecticut State Department of
Education, in January 1942.)
The present shortage of workers has caused employers to
seek the help of students and to disregard the question of
previous training or experience. When the shortage becomes one
of jobs, then the youth vd th work experience will have an
advantage over his untried competitors. The present is an ideal
time to implement these work experience programs to enable stu-
dents to prepare for the postwar period of economic dislocation.
Youth has other need s. — It is a truism to assert that
life is more than earning a living. Young people will need
an education broader than that which will enable them to make
satisfactory economic adjustments. Many of the interests es-
sential to their ultimate well-being have been incorporated al-
ready in the program of general education; what is needed now is
a reemphasizing of their importance to the future of youth, and,
therefore, of society.
Physical education must be expanded to promote bodily
development and to eliminate health problems which might be a
handicap later in life.
Successful home and family relationships are more likely
to be achieved if boys and girls alike are instructed in sex
hygiene, in the care of children, and in all the practical
aspects of home management.
Education in the satisfactions resultant from an active,
purposeful use of leisure time will enable youth who are
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engaged in monotonously repetitive work to find release for
their creative impulses through music
,
manual and decorative
arts, and sports.
Ideals of freedom, international cooperation, racial and
religious toleration, and peace can be inculcated in young peo-
ple through a realistic teaching of languages, geography, and
history. Though religious instruction is the function of the
home and of the church, the spiritual values implicit in academic
subjects should not be ignored.
Continuance of the learning process beyond the period of
SC Koo I
prescribed^attendance should be ensured through increased em-
phasis on adult education.
Throughout the years the field of education has been ex-
panded until it seems to reach into all phases of human thought
and experience; the political, economic, and cultural aspects
of life are inextricably interwoven. In order for young people
to develop fully, they must be freed from fear; they must be
able to face a future undimmed by the threat of war. Moreover,
they must be freed from want; they must be able to choose and
train for an occupation in the confidence that they can obtain
a position and therein make progress. These two freedoms which are
basic, are generally recognized as interdependent. Cnee they
have been secured, men become free to live, and living is enriched by
education. Young people cannot remain in schools if the world
is at war, nor can they continue their studies during periods
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of economic chaos. The contribution of education to politics
and economics is equally important. Democratic government can
function only through the will of an enlightened citizenry,
and industrial and scientific research is the outgrowth of
instruction and training.
Peace and security should never be permitted to produce
intellectual stagnation and sterility. The study of the great
philosophies and cultures of the past should stimulate young
people to create new devices and new beauties, deepen their
spiritual life, strengthen them to be and to do. Those should
be the goals for education in a finer world of tomorrow.
o ucnooe £>ne
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PART IV
IN CONCLUSION
.
CHAPTER XIII
EECOMMEHDAT10 NS FOR GUIDANCE
Changes in the military, political, and economic structure
are so swift that all thinking about the nature of the postwar
world must be subject to frequent revision. Men of experience in
government and in industry find themselves confronted by unexpected
military or production situations; as a result new prognostica-
tions and procedures are announced. Workers in some areas have
found that their services are less in demand; manufacturers have
been informed that materials are available for the production
of some types of civilian goods. Inventors are perfecting pro-
cesses which will make for pleasanter living conditions in the
future. Guidance counselors are being consulted by returning
veterans who want assistance in finding employment and in resuming
their places in the community. 'The boys and girls now in school,
whose problems are the concern of this thesis, are finding it
increasingly difficult to make plans for the future.
However, the two basic ideals persist, undiminished in their
significance. The first is the ideal of international collabora-
tion for the maintenance of peace and order in the world. The
second is the improvement of the economic system to provide full
employment and a comfortable standard of living for everyone. To
meet the demands and opportunities of such a world, various
-128
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changes will be desirable in the educational program. Such, in
brief, is the probable nature of the postwar world into which
will emerge the youth now in our schools.
Some of the ideas set forth in the preceding chapters may
seem visionary. Even so, they represent the dreams of many per-
sons, as the substantiating quotations have testified. It is
true that, as time passes, some of the improvements may be shown
to be unnecessary, that many can be attained only after a con-
siderable period of time; but others should be undertaken at once
in anticipation of the economic dislocation which possibly may
occur when the fighting ends. Visions are forerunners of con-
structive action, so no apology is made for having suggested cer-
tain ideals from which may be evolved a general policy for
guidance.
The trends in educational policies, which have been discussed
in detail, and with substantiating data, will now be summarized
in broadly-stated recommendations. For the assistance of the
casual reader, at the end of several paragraphs there wrill be
placed the number of the page on which the more detailed presenta-
tion may be found.
In the introduction to this thesis, reference was made to
the definition of the aims of guidance as set forth by the Com-
mission on Postwar Training and Adju&ment. The first of those
aims was to help youth to understand the nature of the world in
which he found himself, and the second was to enable him to
adjust himself to those conditions. The recommendations which
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follow will be grouped according to those two general aspects
of guidance.
Young people should be helped to understand the nature of
the world in which they live.
(1) Group guidance should be orovided to assist youth in
the understanding or solution of everyday problems, and in the
development of a philosophy of life. Special discussion groups
might be arranged for a consideration of personal psychological
worries, fears, and shyness. Already-exis tent classes in English,
social studies, science, and practical arts could be utilized to
cover questions of home relationships
,
health, sex hygiene, .job
planning, educational and civic adjustments. By such means of
group guidance emotional development would be stimulated, valuable
attitudes and ideas encouraged, and students mentally conditioned
to evaluate the significance of such conceptions as are to
follow. (p.99,104)
(B) The privilege and obligations of living in a democracy
should be stressed. Freedom to express opinions, to select schools
and vocations, to regulate personal activities imposes certain
responsibilities. The art of cooperation must be practiced in
the home; in the school, itself a democracy in miniature; and on
the job. While pupils are in school, they should study the type
of future problems that will confront them, the adjustments which
they must mane to fellow-workers, the possibilities and restrictions
of the world of work, the significance of their right to vote.
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From such beginnings, young people will progress naturally into
constructive citizenship attitudes which they will express through
their votes and through service to their community or nation, (p. 87, 108
(3) International cooperation for peace and order should be
presented as an attainable goal. This ideal has great possi-
bilities for youth, for it would mean freedom from warfare and
from breaxs in the educational or vocational pattern of his life,
such as war maxes necessary, (p.20-22)
(4) The importance of unity End cooperation within our own
country must be emphasized so strongly that differences of racial
origin, color, or religion shall not be a source of suspicion or
excuse for discriminat ion. Tolerance comes from information and
understanding, and with tolerance should come the extension to
everyone of equal opportunities for education and employment
.( p. 125
)
(5) Freedom of access to raw materials and of the exchange of
goods should be encouraged after the war. The results of such a
policy should be the prevention of war, the assurance of full
employment, and a higher standard of living, (p.26,33,38)
(6) Because of its value in the development of character,
gainful employment proportionate to their powers should be avail-
able for all young people. iSmployment teaches the dignity of
labor, encourages punctuality, pride in accomplishment, and am-
bition to advance; exercises a restraining influence over the ex-
penditure of money and time; promotes self-reliance and self-
respect. The young worker feels that he is a part of society,
and gains a sense of the meaning and unity of life, f p.83-85 ,105
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Youth should be assisted to make satisfactory adjustments
to the world in which they find themselves.
(7) Youth counseling service should be provided for every
pupil, for young people take their personal problems with great
seriousness. Especially on the secondary level every school
should have a guidance department, staffed with an adequate num-
ber of trained counselors, so that every pupil may have several
interviews concerning his adjustment to the school and his plans
for the future. In some systems the maladjusted child receives
attention, of one sort or another, from the administration. The
average or the superior student, the one whose behavior presents
no problem, is too often overlooked; the counselors are so few
that only the worst cases of "failure” are given consideration.
3ut the pupils whose attitudes and achievements are satisfactory
are entitled to assistance; this can be accomplished only as
guidance departments are established or expanded in every school.
Trained counselors should be appointed in sufficient numbers so
that all pupils may be aided in making their social, educational,
and occupational plans or adjustments.
(8) Education should be made available to all, and school
attendance required until the age of sixteen. Everyone, regard-
less of color or location of residence, should be enabled to
obtain a sound elementary school training, (p.98-100)
(9) The time of young people, until they are twenty-one,
may well be filled with three types of purposeful activity: (a)they
should attend school for as long as their ability and the needs
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of society justify such a procedure} (*•) whenever
,
after they
reach the age of sixteen, a work-and-wages experience will be
more beneficial to them than is schooling, they should secure
employment in private industry, if possible ;(«)or they should be
enrolled on a public work; project. Private employment is to be
preferred, because the drive for production is stimulated by the
profit motive; the increase in sxill is recognized by an increase
in pay. But a public work program can afford to give employment
to the most needy rather than the most experienced young workers,
and the work can be rotated to give instruction in a variety of
skills. However, the training should be in trades useful to an
industrialized society and not alone in handcrafts, (p.85)
(10) The secondary school curriculum should be strengthened
and enriched. Those spiritual and ethical ideals which are im-
plicit in all great books should be stressed, and the power to
think creatively should be developed. All pupils should receive
training for work, health, leisure, home-life, and citizenship;
education should help youth "to know, to do, and to be". College
preparatory training should be maintained at a high level of
proficiency, and non-college courses should be expanded. Courses
now in existence should be revitalized, and reorganized; con-
sumer education, introductory sociology, and practical psychology
are among new courses which might be introduced, particularly in
the non-eollege-preparatory courses. In the terminal curricula
the new subjects should have a genuine relationship to the re-
quirements and opportunities in occupations, and to training for
home life. (p. 108-114)
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(11) Vocational training has advanced to a position of
prominence which it may well retain after the war. The field in-
cludes training for a wide range of jobs and can utilize all
levels of skill; therefore, the possibilities of courses in com-
mercial, mechanical, and practical arts should be demonstrated
to that great proportion of secondary school pupils who have
moderate or little liking for academic subjects. Vocational
training should be kept abreast of the newest practices in business
and industry. One method of providing modern expensive equipment
may be through organizing vocational institutions on a state-wide,
district, or area basis, (p.110,117-119)
(12) Prolongation of school life beyond the secondary level
may be advisable for many young people. Those with special
academic and personality traits should be trained to enter the
professions; pupils with different aptitudes and interests should
be given vocational training and experience. If financial aid is
needed by able students, it should be provided, by scholarships or
by state grants; the selection of those to be assisted might be
determined by a combination of factors; ability, aptitude,
interest, and achievement tests; special recommendation; the need
of the community for the services the pupils eventually could
contribute. Ability, and not merely financial need, should be
the basis on which aid will be provided; training and not work-
experience should be of primary importance for secondary school
pupils who ought to be encouraged to enter the professions or the
skilled occupations.
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The establishment of public junior colleges may be one
device for encouraging a continued stay in school. But, whatever
method is favored, if employment ooportunities are limited, young
people should be Kept out of the labor market until they have
acquired training and experience which will make them acceptable
candidates for positions, (p.100,105-108,118)
(15) Tests of interests, personality, and aptitude should be
utilized in determining which students will receive most benefit
from the difierent types of educational and vocational preparation
which are open to them. These tests may aid both pupil and teacher.
The pupil is unsure often of his own potentialities. The teacher,
especially in large school systems, frecuently has no other means
of knowing the pupil. The results of tests are not as satisfactory
as a prolonged acquaintance with the student and his family, but
they are better than nothing. Great care is essential when a boy
or girl is making decisions about his future, and certainly finan-
cial need should not be the only factor in determining the choice
of a vocation and the preparation for it. (p.105-108)
(14) In addition to tests, more realistic tryouts and ex-
ploratory programs should be provided in secondary schools, that
pupils may be enabled thereby to discover their own latent powers
and resources. Such exploratory experiences may mean low marks
in some subjects, but a reasonable balance of success and failure
is useful in the development of attitudes and ch8ra.cter. As a
result of such try-outs, all pupils can obtain more practical or
realistic benefits from schooling than is now the case; academic
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non-achievers can learn in what fields they may succeed; and
later occupational maladjustment may he averted, (p.101-103)
(15) Supervised work-experience programs should he provided
for all students, regardless of their financial status; such em-
ployment may alternate with school attendance. The work pro-
vided should he on a realistic basis, with wages, hours, social
benefits, and production standards those which normally apply to
private enterprise. The purpose of such a program should he to
develop desirable character traits, to provide "work-seasoning",
and occupational exploration and training, (p. 122,122)
(16) Youth should avail themselves of in-service training
provided by business or industry. This instruction is most ef-
ficient as well as economical, for young workers acquire special
skills as they perform essential tasks under supervision. Op-
portunity for the advancement or "up-grading" of workers is also
provided by this system. A cooperative plan between schools and
industry whereby the pupil could learn special skills in this
direct way, and at the seme time continue his general education,
would be ideal for many young people, (p.116)
(17) Apprenticeships for the skilled trades should be made
available for more young people. Broader in its scope than is
the in-service training, it requires more time but affords more
intensive instruction. Probably apprenticeships will be open
only to those who have left school, although direct contact with
the world of business or industry often prompts a young person to
seek more academic training through evening school or correspondence
courses, (p.118)
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(18) Occupational changes maKe it necessary for young people
to be taught the techniques for studying occupations, and the
sources from which vocational information can be obtained. Courses
in occupations may be added to the curriculum; at least the vo-
cational aspects of courses already being taught should be indi-
cated. (p .109 , 115 ,116
)
(19) Placement should follow training. Occupational informa-
tion presented to youth should be accurate and up-to-date. More-
over, instruction should be given in the techniques of applying
for a position, and the new worker snould be aided in his adjust-
ment to the job by appropriate and repeated follow-up visits
initiated by the schools in cooperation with employers in the area.
(p.116)
(£0) 3arriers to youth employment must be removed. Schools
can assist in this process by furnishing broader training which
includes work experience. The public, especially leaders in
labor, industry, and the professions, should be brought to realize
that discrimination against youth is unfair. On-coming workers,
like other people, have a right to employment suited to their
abilities, their needs, and their potentialities for development.
(p.82-83)
(21) Self-imposed hard tasks are good, not because they are
tough, but because they stimulate the intellectual and moral
growth of students. Perseverance and mastery of difficult work
produce a strengthening of the will and the endurance; some of fhe
psychological breakdowns now occurring in military training camps
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might have been prevented had youth been accustomed in school
to continued hard work and self-discipline. School standards
should not be lowered; but the standard of student achievement
might be raised, if some administrators ceased to shelter their
students from the realization that failure, hard work, and success
are all three essential to growth, (p.97)
(22) The prevention of delinouency among young people con-
cerns all character-building agencies. Adeouate homes, parks,
medical care, food and nutrition, along with education which is
adapted to their needs and interests, will do much to guide youth
into constructive behavior patterns. Consideration for the
rights of others, self-restraint, and self-respect are lessons
which young people should learn throughout all their years in
school, as well as elsewhere, (p.101)
(25) Discipline, gained through academic and vocational
subject training, and through participation in sports, should be
given new emphasis. Parents and teachers have tried to protect
youth; they have not wished them to be restrained or limited
in their actions or choices. Youth, for their part, seek the
habits of obedience inculcated by sports and prefer football,
despite its dangers, to all games. ’’The great functions of disci-
pline is to set men free We have placed so much emphasis on
individual rignts, choice, and happiness that we have nearly
lost tne racial wisdom that the deepest satisfactions come from
sacrifice and the highest form of conduct is duty.” one
of the best methods to assist youth to mature is through association
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with adults, not in recreational play so much as in hiking,
camping, or similar group experiences, and in campaigns of social
service or for civic progress, (p.99)
(24) The creative powers ox youth should be developed through
training in the use of leisure, and the extra-curricular activities
in schools might be the basis for interests in later life. Relief
from the repetitive operations characteristic of many occupations
may be obtained through music, the decorative or practical arts,
or in service for others. Young people should discover that the
development of any sxill is a factor in creating a happy life, and
that such skills can be acquired with no great expenditure of
money or demand for rare materials. Work for the joy of accom-
plishment is one of the most satisfying experiences of life, and
young people should be helped to perceive that creative labor can
enrich their lives, (p.109)
(25) The task of meeting the manifold and diverse needs of
youth is beyond the scope of any one agency or any one community.
Eventually all local, state, or federal agencies which are con-
cerned with general and vocational education, health, child labor,
employment, and recreation may work cooperatively on behalf of
youth. Parent Teacher Associations were pioneers along this line,
and the recently appointed Massachusetts Committee on Youth
Guidance is a type of unified action which may function in the
future, (p.101)
(26) Financial aid to many local school departments will be
a necessity, if even part of the recommendations outlined above
are to be put into practice, borne areas of the country will re-
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cuire more assistance than will others. The annual federal
expenditure for education must he doubled, at least, if young
people are to receive the training and supervision which will
make them successful and useful members of society, (p. 99-101)
To maxe it possible for pupils to have some of the school-
work or work-experience programs now under consideration by
educators, thousands of teachers would be glad to teach more hours
or at irregular hours, if the financial returns from teaching
were commensurate with the salaries in other professions, in
business, or in industry. If local communities cannot meet such
wage standards, then federal funds should be provided, for no
democracy can exist without an educated citizenry.
(27) Youth who must leave school for financial reasons and
who are unable to secure work should not remain idle. Government-
operated public work projects can supply employment and training,
and the schools can supplement this with courses in general edu-
cation, given at hours when young workers can attend classes.
The training, by arrangement with labor leaders in the area, should
prepare young people for positions in an industrial society ; their
training should not be restricted, as in the past, to tasks which
no one else wishes to perform, (p. 86-89, 90, 119)
Resident centers have afforded semi-self-supporting instruc-
tion for youth, particularly those from rural regions, and in the
postwar years the development of similar centers should not be
neglected. Some might be operated under state vocational depart-
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merits
,
while those which provided training for youth from other
states would be under federal direction* ( p. 88, 89, 121)
(28) Recreation programs should he arranged for young people
who have left school, hut who have neither established their own
homes nor been drawn into the life of the community. The urgency
of the need can he statistically demonstrated. In 1940, the max-
imum number of arrests for criminal offenses occurred among the
18- and 19-year old youths; three years earlier, of those committed
to penitentiaries, more were from that age group than from any
other. (110) The recreational projects might he youth-planned and
administered, with a minimum of adult supervision, for an active,
out-going, unselfish use of leisure time is more normal and salu-
tary than continued passive acceptance of commercialized amusements.
If such programs cannot he made available to all young people by
private youth-serving agencies, the task may have to he undertaken
by such government-supported and sponsored organizations as the
police, the agricultural, or educational departments, (p. 124)
(29) Education is a continuous process; it does not cease
when formal schooling ends. Recent years have seen tremendous
growth in the number and scope of adult education forums and
groups, in the preparation of documentary films, informative radio
programs of the Town-meeting type, and the presentation of eco-
nomic and scientific knowledge through books which appeal to the
layman. An informed public is so essential to the functioning of
democracy that all these educative trends should be encouraged.
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One of the finest contributions which secondary schools can make
toward the encouragement of adult education is to teach pupils
how to think, (p. 101)
(30) The spiritual aspect of education should never be ne-
glected. The current emphasis on vocational training may quite
normally be followed by a reemphasizing of the value of the
"humanities” • Youth does need to be trained for self-supporting
work, to take his place as a contributing citizen of the democracy;
but he must also become a good and true human being. His initia-
tive, his spirit of adventure and achievement should be stimulated.
Familiarity with the great ideas, ideals, and personalities of his
own nation and of the world can be of most service in helping him
to develop his own philosophy of life. (p. 108)
It seems desirable that the future program of education should
provide for a lengthened school experience for young people, thus
taking up the slack in employment and enabling them to become suc-
cessful candidates for positions. Moreover, education should
instill in youth the theory and practice of democracy, in and out
of school, and so prepare them to become effective citizens. It
should so equip them with skills and ideals that they will increase
in self-reliance, and acquire strength of moral fibre. A program
of this sort cannot be achieved without sacrifice and effort; good-
will, foresight, and courage will be needed for its fulfillment,
even in part. One of the glories of the human intellect is that
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in times of calamity it can strive to ascertain the causes and
prepare measures to prevent a repetition of the disasters. It is
too late to give some of our older youths the benefits outlined
here, but the obligation to in-school youth is just so much the
greater. Suffering, illness, discomfort, and death in the train-
ing camps and on the battlefields are spectacular; frustration,
disillusionment
,
delinquency, and suicide of unemployed and under-
privileged youth are undramatic, but none the less a genuine pro-
blem for which a solution must be found.
The ultimate concern of guidance is not the prediction of the
political, economic, and educational aspects of the world in the
postwar years. Essential as it is for counselors to apprehend
such developments and to assist young people to understand the sit-
uations with which they may be confronted, the real problem of
guidance is to build within youth the kind of confidence which
will enable them to cope with whatever difficulties may arise.
The attempt to predict the shape of things to come is of less
consequence than the endeavor so to shape the boy and girl that
they can meet the future unafraid, confident that they have been
trained to solve their own problems and to make their own con-
tributions to the commuiiity. Youth should be helped to do spe-
cific tasks well, to use leisure time creatively, but they should
be encouraged also to develop a philosophy of life.
Some of the benefits from altered political, economic, and
educational conditions will be manifest almost as soon as the
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war is over; others will not he realized fully for years to
come. Likewise, the possibilities inherent in a broad program
of guidance cannot be attained at once, for guidance can never
be limited nor finished. World-transforming forces are at work,
and the lives of young people will be profoundly affected there-
by. They will need help both to understand the world situation
and to acquire the intellectual background, vocational training,
and spiritual power necessary for successful adjustment to the
new conditions. The broad principles stated in this thesis are
intended to assist counselors in their guidance work with youth
in the postwar world.
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